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Welcome to the First Session of the 440th Public Auction
Please Note: Pre-Auction Bidding closes at 5:00 (CDT). We encourage you to use our website to bid by using the pre-auction bidding
process. This feature will close on May 17, 2019 at 5:00 pm (CDT). Then on Saturday May 18th, and Sunday May 19th you are welcome
to participate in the “Rasdale Live Auction” feature. “Rasdale Live Auction” is a dynamic element which you will be able to bid against
the floor while the auction is taking place. You, other Internet bidders, and floor bidders will be able to compete on a single platform to
buy lots we are offering. You can bid in either or both aspects of the auction. All you need to do is register to bid prior to the auction. It
is strongly recommended you register as early as possible as last minute registration cannot be guaranteed. For more information and a
10 minute tutorial on how to use these features, please contact Kim at 630.794.9900. In addition we also offer a downloadable version
of the auction as well.
Pre-Auction Bidding: Bids will be accepted by mail, fax, email and phone until 5:00pm (CDT) on Friday, May 17th.
Rasdale Live Auction Bidding: Live bidding takes place at 9:00am (CDT) on Saturday, May 18th for Session One and Sunday, May
19th for Session Two. Phone bidding is not available.
Opening Bids: Opening bids will be posted on our website and updated until Friday, May 17th.
Viewing of Lots: Lots will be available for viewing in our auction gallery at 35 Chestnut Ave. as follows:
Saturday, May 11th from 9:00a.m. to 4:00p.m.; Monday-Friday, May 13th-17th from 9:00a.m. to 5:00p.m.
The office will close from 12:00pm to 12:45pm (CDT) every day for lunch.
Questions Concerning Lots: If you have any questions regarding further information on any lot, please contact our office no sooner than
May 6th but no later than May 15th and we will be pleased to assist you. There are over 8000 images on the website. Therefore requests
for additional scans of any lots are respectfully declined.
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Extremely Fine: highest quality in all respects. Very Fine: significantly better than normal. Fine: Perforations clear of design on 20th Century issues
but may cut slightly on 19th Century issues. Fair: off centered or lacking freshness. All defects specifically mentioned. Except where noted otherwise,
the values listed are the most recent Scott Catalog values. The “nh” premiums have been used, also the values listed for stamps without gum. Note
that accumulations of mixed condition can be expected to contain some items without gum and or faults.
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RASDALE STAMP COMPANY CONDITIONS OF SALE
Placing of any bid shall constitute full understanding and acceptance of all of the following conditions of sale:
All bids are per lot, as numbered in the catalogue. Bids may be submitted by mail, fax, phone, email, in person, or by an agent selected
by the buyer. Rasdale Stamp Company reserves the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale, to divide any lot or to group two or more lots
together into a new lot.
All bids are handled competitively and confidentially. Lots purchased for the highest bidder at a slight advance over the second highest
bid. Should any dispute arise between bidders, the decision of Rasdale Stamp Company as to the successful bidder; or the re-offering or
resale of the lot under dispute shall rest solely in the judgment of Rasdale Stamp Company. Rasdale Stamp Company shall regulate the
bidding and reserves the right to refuse any bid which Rasdale Stamp Company, in its sole discretion, believes to be made in bad faith.
“Buy” bids are only accepted with the understanding and acquiescence that Rasdale Stamp Company’s discretion is absolute. Any Buyer
who fails to accept these conditions shall have its bid declared null, void and of no effect.
Any party wishing to limit its purchases to a specified amount must indicate the desired total on the bidsheet. Amounts less than $200.00
are respectfully declined.
Successful bidders who: (i) are not prequalified, with references acceptable to Rasdale Stamp Company; (ii) who are not existing customers of Rasdale Stamp Company; or, (iii) whose account is in arrears shall make payment in full prior to delivery of the lots by Rasdale
Stamp Company. Mail bidders who are not existing customers of Rasdale Stamp Company will be timely notified of the amount of their
purchases. Rasdale Stamp Company reserves the right in its sole and absolute discretion to demand cash or cash equivalent at the time a
lot is knocked down to any bidder who has not previously established credit with Rasdale Stamp Company, or whose account is currently
in arrears. In the event any buyer refuses to pay cash for any lot at the time it is knocked down to him, Rasdale Stamp Company reserves
the right to re-offer the lot immediately for sale to the highest bidder.
If the lot(s) have not been paid within 21 days from the date of mailing of notice of the awarding of sale, then said lot sales may be declared in default; resold; and, any losses arising from such resale shall be charged to the party in default.
Auction floor Buyers; or their Agents bidding on the Auction floor, must pick up the lots within 7 calendar days of the auction.
All shipping costs will be charged to the buyer and will be shipped by a method requiring a signature upon delivery. Domestic shipments
will be made by certified mail, registered mail or UPS ground. Buyers of large lots without street addresses will be charged an additional
$5.00 per box handling fee. International shipments will be made by registered mail (for total value of up to $400), USPS Express Mail (for
total value of $401 to $2,500), or UPS services for shipments in excess of $2,500.00. International buyers are responsible for any customs
or brokerage fees as well as any taxes (i.e., VAT, PST/GST). Any questions regarding shipping or costs must be addressed prior to bidding.
A late charge of 2% per month will be charged to all past due accounts of over 30 days from the invoice date. All attorneys fees, court
costs, and other collection costs incurred by Rasdale Stamp Company in respect to overdue accounts will be payable by the buyer. All
parties agree that the laws of Illinois shall govern all transactions, with venue and jurisdiction residing in the courts of DuPage County,
Illinois for any suit initiated by or against Rasdale Stamp Company by reason of any auction. The laws of Illinois shall prevail over all
matters and not as a venue for Conflict of Laws to or for any other state. All auction offers shall be offers advanced solely for execution in
the State of Illinois. The provision for late charges shall be void in any state where this provision is unlawful.
A 16% premium will be added to the Hammer Price as part of the total purchase price. Checks drawn on foreign banks are not accepted.
Illinois sales tax of 7.50% will be collected on the total purchase price of all Illinois residents unless the buyer has a Certificate of Resale
on file with Rasdale Stamp Company. All customs and or duties are the responsibility of the buyer.
All lots are sold as genuine. Lots accompanied by a valid Expert Certificate issued within 5 years prior to the auction date shall not be
subject to re-certification.
The following conditions apply to requests for Expertization:
The lot must be paid for in full including 16% premium and forwarding costs, if any;
The lot must be submitted by Rasdale Stamp Company or the bidder to an Expertizing Committee acceptable to Rasdale Stamp Company
within 21 days of the date of sale;
If submitted to the Expertizing Committee by the successful bidder, a copy of the application form shall be simultaneously forwarded to
Rasdale Stamp Company;
Lots containing more than one stamp may not be placed on extention.
If the Expertizing review is not completed and the results provided to Rasdale Stamp Company within 90 Calendar Days of the auction
date, then Buyer shall notify Rasdale Stamp Company of the delay prior to the expiration of the 90-day period. Since all lot sales are normally cleared within 90 days, if Buyer fails to inform Rasdale Stamp Company of the delay, then Rasdale Stamp Company may consider
the purchase final and distribute the sale proceeds to the Seller as a Buyer acceptance of the tendered lots. Absent timely notice and request
for additional time being received by Rasdale Stamp Company, in writing, prior to the 90 days clearance, this transaction may be deemed
closed and final by Rasdale Stamp Company with Seller acceptance without objection, and with waiver of default or any claim for refund
from the Buyer or Rasdale Stamp Company.
Expertization costs shall be incurred by the buyer. However, should an adverse opinion be rendered on Authentication, but not due to condition and or grading, then Rasdale Stamp Company will forward an immediate refund of: (i) the cost of the certificate, which shall not to
exceed $50.00; (ii) the full purchase price; and (iii) the commission, provided the lot is timely returned to Rasdale Stamp Company in the
same condition as when purchased.
No lot can be returned in any circumstance due to “grading” since it is highly subjective.
A lot, in which the description is incorrect, is returnable within 5 days of receipt and must be received by the Rasdale Stamp Company
within 21 days from the date of the auction. Provided, however, lots cannot be returned under the following conditions: 1) the lot contains
10 or more stamps; 2) there is mention of faults, defects, or “condition mixed” in the listing description; or, 3) the lot was inspected by
the buyer or the buyer’s authorized agent prior to bid or purchase. Lots described “as is” are not returnable under any circumstances. All
disputed lots must be returned intact, and in the condition received by the buyer. Collections, accumulations etc., are not returnable under
any circumstances.
Title shall not pass to the buyer until Rasdale Stamp Company has received full payment. Full payment is defined as cash or cash equivalent receipt of sale proceeds by Rasdale Stamp Company. Delays may accrue due to credit card fee transfers, check deposit subject to collection and the like. Receipt of a non-certified funds check shall not be construed as payment until funds are fully vested in Rasdale Stamp
Company.
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Between 15-20 hardback, softback reference books and pamphlets from the 1920s to 1992. Since the collector’s interests were
Switzerland and US precancels, this selection consists mostly of that material. A beneficial offering.
S.B. 50.00
Over twenty hand, soft cover books, and pamphlets mainly having information about Soviet Space exploration but does include
some American. Appears to be mostly published in the 1970s or 1980s.
S.B. 50.00
Fifteen US and mainly Hungary soft cover or spiral reference catalogs in one carton. Contains Mellone FDCs and other useful
informational items.
S.B. 30.00
Roughly twenty both hard and softcover Belgium reference material books from the late 1940s to the 1980s from the Belgian in
the Carolinas estate. A specialist dream come true. Fantastique opportunity to practice your college French as most of this literature is
writing in that language.
S.B. 20.00
Rare minion find. 50 unopened packages of Dennison #4 (green pack) hinges in their original box from the company. Sometimes
described on eBay as the “#1 best hinge for stamps ever made”. Clean dry and never opened. Will serve the world collector well, as
no others are ever to be made. Minion not included.
S.B. 250.00
Two banker’s boxes of gently used and never used stamp supplies. First is around 20 pounds of open, but still useable black mounts
of all sizes. No empties. Second are eight empty used and never used serviceable stockbooks of various makers plus two cover albums.
Useful for any collector.
S.B. 200.00
Useful new supply accumulation in three large cartons. Includes White Ace binder and slip case sets, loads and loads of crystal
mounts and a few mint sheet stock books.
S.B. 75.00
Three cartons containing six White Ace mint sheet albums still in their original boxes, three stockbooks, and several unused Scott
International album pages from the early 1980s. Also involves some miscellany.
S.B. 50.00
One 14 X 12 x 8 carton of stamp supplies consisting of a mixture of opened and unopened mainly Prinz and Scott mounts.
S.B. 40.00
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Three Germany gold coins consisting of two 100 Euros 999 Gold Proof from 2002, 2003 and one Farewell to the Deutsche Mark 2001
Proof .999 Gold all in their original boxes and with COAs.
S.B. 1800.00
United States coin collection in twenty-seven Whitman albums in a RCA Victor Tape Recorder box and one binder of extras. Runs
from Large Cents to Peace Dollars. Appears most 20th Century coins were discovered in circulation. Condition varies from about
good to average circulated. Some highlights include almost complete Peace Dollars (no 1928), complete Franklin Halves, and first
Lincoln Cent book having no 1909-S VDB, 1922 Plain or 1931-S. Needs examination to come up with the comfortable number.
S.B. 1300.00
United States coin accumulation consisting of $91.80 face 90% silver loose dimes. Also includes Whitman albums for Lincoln Cents,
Buffalo, and Jefferson Nickels, having no keys and three Mercury, Roosevelt Dimes with $18.40 face 90%, two one ounce .999 coins
plus a binder of miscellany having $12.40 face 90% silver.
S.B. 1200.00
United States coin accumulation consisting of $47.00 face 90% silver dimes, quarters, halves, $5.00 face 40% Halves, around 150 War
Nickels, and three Morgan Silver Dollars. Also includes roughly 60 Buffalo Nickels both dateless, dates, four Liberty Nickels, thirteen
Indian Cents, a clipped three cent nickel, and a small box of Wheaties. Likewise involves three Whitman folders, two for Lincoln Cents
having a 1914-S and one for Mercury Dimes having common circulated dimes. All plucked from circulation, thus condition runs from
cull to average.
S.B. 600.00
Worldwide coins in two cartons. Consists of mainly Germany in fifteen German produced coin trays containing many subscription
items that were available there. Mainly from the Federal Republic to the early 2000s containing government struck coins to private
issue commemorative medals in circulated, uncirculated and Proof-like condition. Most are base medal or German silver but does involve some 62.5% to .999 silver coins and medals. Also entails roughly three pounds of worldwide demonetized tourist change heavily
concentrated from Germany and miscellany. Offered to tempt you.
S.B. 500.00
Sixteen mini gold proof coins NLCT and medals in a German made coin tray. Gold fineness are 14K to .999 Gold. Includes government struck and private mint issues. Entails Canada, Gibraltar. Solomon Islands, and Cook Islands etc. as well as commemorative
medals for various German events needs examination to calculate a comfortable number.
S.B. 425.00
United States mainly promotional assortment in one carton. Includes twelve common Morgan Silver Dollars from 1883 to 1921
most have been cleaned, folders containing American Smallest Silver coin (three cents), commemorative halves Grant and Lincoln all
have been cleaned, and Coinage of the Civil War three tokens. Also includes sets that appear to be silver but are really plated silver for
JFK 100th Anniversary, Race to the Moon, and America’s Silver coins. Rounding out this eclectic holding are a 1977-D “slab” MS65
Ike Dollar, eleven Anthony dollars, and miscellany.
S.B. 400.00
One man’s dime collection in four blue Whitman push folders collected out of circulation during the 1940-1975 time period. Consists
of: two Barber Dime folders (38 different in one and 50 different in another), a Mercury Dime book with 78 different, and a complete
Roosevelt dime collection (71 different; 48 silver). A total of 214 silver dimes. Lots of keys and semi keys. Condition AG-AU. High
catalog value. Examination in person so you can determine the grades yourself. As found. Easy to continue.
S.B. 325.00
Twenty common Morgan Silver Dollars from 1878 to 1921 in about good to average circulated condition having several appearing
to be polished and some with rim bumps. Also includes two PCGS MS-64 coins consisting of a 1946 Walker and a 1923 Peace Dollar,
$1.90 face silver in dimes and a 1969 Proof set.
S.B. 300.00
Prussia 1896 Kaiser Wilhelm II 20 Mark Gold coin in uncirculated condition.
S.B. 300.00
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Russia 1904 Tsar Nicholas II 5 Ruble Gold coin in uncirculated condition.
S.B. 160.00
United States complete 1943 year set having all fifteen coins issued by the three mints in a capital holder. Coins appear to be all in
uncirculated condition
S.B. 140.00
United States promotional coin and medal assortment from the 2000s. Includes eleven boxes of plated state quarters, eleven sets
in original Mint envelopes of First Spouse four medal sets, from 2010-11, miscellaneous individual loose medals, two Dansco albums
containing Sacagawea uncirculated and proof dollars from 2000-2010, four boxes of roughly 100 1961-1964 proof cents in individual
plastic holders plus miscellany.
S.B. 120.00
Spain 17th Century Nuestra Senora de Atocha shipwreck 8 Real coin having Mel Fisher 1985 COA. Also comes with a wall
plaque/stand which would look great in your man cave.
S.B. 55.00
United States Williamsport, Maryland 1840s uncut sheet of 25, 50 cents, and 1 Dollar.
S.B. 75.00
Continental Currency 1776 8 Dollars in circulated condition. Also includes a 1935 D uncirculated one dollar silver certificate.
S.B. 40.00
Two United States Fractional currency consisting of one each 10 cents and 25 cents. Both are in circulated condition. S.B. 40.00
Twenty-four all different sterling silver medals from 1973 in FDCs and original binder.
S.B. 190.00
50 Rubles 1993 Ballerina uncirculated 90% gold coin 7.78 grams.
S.B. 300.00

POSTAGE
(2869//4910) The mother of all mint press sheet accumulation lot. Includes several dozen items ranging from 25¢ to 41¢ issues. Quite a
few tubes have never been opened offering and in some cases generous duplication. Some usual margin faults, though many are sound.
By far the largest presentation we have ever come across. Upon acquisition you become an instant big daddy of this type of thing.
Face 9820.00
(3911//4822f-4823f) Tightly wound press sheet accumulation of over twenty items. Just a couple are duplicates while the rest are one
of a kind.
Face 945.00
(3205 x106, 3307 x3, 3392 x6, 3535 x21) Wholesale lot of four of the five Looney Tunes die cut sheets, all are VF. Surely these Loony
Tunes imperforates are worth more than the discount postage price at which these are offered.
Face 430.00
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(906) 5¢ Chinese Resistance issue. Complete sheets of 50, F-VF.
Cat. 206.00
All the mint US (post 1940) found in a Minnesota estate. Runs 1940-2017 with many accumulated sheets. The heirs attempted a full
count of face: $1,725.00 in Forever values, $2,490.00 in sheets and booklets, and $375.00 in scrap where it became confusing to them
leaving at least two full boxes of plate blocks, coil pairs, nondenominated, etc., uncounted. When checked we found at least $4,600 in
carefully counted face which when added to the uncounted boxes should be nearer to at least $5,000.00 in total. We helped them remove
the decimals, coils and others, leaving only useable and collectable face. Lots of variety especially from the 29 cent commemoratives
through the Forevers. Perfect for the collector and discount postage user. Recount it if you must.
Face 4600.00
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Carefully counted mint useable US postage in a small carton separated into two boxes. The first is filled with complete unexploded
booklets mainly from the 22 cent through the 39 cent era. There are hundreds with a face count of $2,037.00. The second is groups
of 100 sorted by denomination into glassines from the same era mainly in blocks of four and plate blocks with a total face count of
$1,466.00. Total face is just over $3,500.00. Compact, concentrated group. Pull out the premium and use the rest as discount postage.
Everything is mailable with many peel and stick ready to go.
Face 3500.00
“I went to the post office” hoard of relatively modern sheets 13 cents up through “forever” values housed in three binders in plastic
sleeves. Mainly sheets, year sets and government sets. Hard to count without removing them from their parking places, but the count
looks close to us. Recount if you must.
Owner’s Face 2540.00
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A postage potpourri. Mainly scrap and a few sheets from the 1930’s to the 1980’s from the Kansas City caves, the postal commemorative society and a delicate attempt at a plate block collection on White Ace pages.
Face 2150.00
Tight, compact, accurately counted useable postage filling one small pizza size box. Verified face of $1,689.00 in mint modern sheets
plus $401.00 in coil strips on eight manila stockpages. Light duplication in the commemorative sheets, while extensive in the coils. Total
face $2,090.00. Remove the premium and use the rest and save on shipping with this space saving postage lot.
Face 2090.00
Two bulky cartons stuffed with mint sheets and some scrap. Pen, paper, and patience will be required.
S.B. 1700.00
A glob of postage. Includes sheets, booklets, booklet panes, coil rolls, and scrap. Most of the value is 22¢ to 37¢ values.
S.B. 1450.00
A slurry of sheets and booklet panes. All Forever issues.
Face 1100.00
All the face out of a small consignment. Goes from 3 cents to 22 cents in sheets, plate blocks and strips, and scrap. Residing in three
old fashioned sheet folder books, five collection like binders, and a manila stockbook. Our quick count of around $1,100.00 is probably
close, but the mounts and plastic pages may make extraction deliberate. Count it up and get a bargain.
Face 1100.00
Two bulbous heavy cartons stuffed with mostly 32¢ to 44¢ sheets still in USPS wrapping.
S.B. 1000.00
An assembly of high face value postage.
Face 818.00
A heavy carton filled 1970’s-1990’s USPS year sets and presentation books. Some have never been opened. Also in includes loose
scrap postage that we did’nt want to count so you should.
S.B. 290.00
A prickly pile of potpourri scrap Forever value postage.
S.B. 200.00

MISCELLANEOUS COLLECTABLES
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Outstanding 20 mm Red Rock Cola button under thick (9mm) glass. Appears from around 1939 as Babe Ruth is underneath exclaiming “ the finest cola, etc. Never been seen before by us.
S.B. 100.00
Over a hundred pieces of original art work in either pencil, crayon or watercolor from an unknown artist. All appear to be done in
the period from life in Germany to Warsaw Ghetto to the birth of Isreal. A unique holding.
S.B. 400.00
Twenty-four mainly Space and Famous people autographed covers and photos mainly 1970s to the 1990s. Includes Michael Collins,
Buzz Aldrin, Carl Sagan, Chuck Yeager, German Spacelab Crew, Douglas MacArthur 1948 cover, Robert Byrd 1936 souvenir sheet,
first six women astronauts on a eighteen cent stamp blocks etc. A historical selection worthy of your attention.
S.B. 600.00
Seven different Mercury astronaut autographs consisting of six on Project Mercury four cent plateblocks including John Glenn,
Alan Shepard, Scott Carpenter etc. and Neil Armstrong on a 1988 photograph.
S.B. 400.00
500 Home Run Club, August 1, 1982 cover with the autographs of nine HOF superstars of baseball. Hank Aaron, Mickey Mantle,
Frank Robinson, Mike Schmidt, Ernie Banks, Willie McCovey, Eddie Mathews, Willie Mays, and Harmon Killebrew are all legibly
signed in blue and black ballpoint pen. Ex Schiller, Weisz. COA accompanies: (07-23-14) SGC #AU36194
S.B. 375.00
James A. Farley on three different pieces. First is a 3-18-1949 letter to a seminarian responding to a request for autographed souvenir
sheets. The other two are the enclosed signed souvenir sheets. All signed in bold black ink.
S.B. 100.00
Certified signature of Admiral Nicholas Horthy then Governor of Hungary on one of the memorial cards given to the government
official who attended the funeral of Stephen Horthy, his son, who died in a plane crash in 1943. All is attached together. Scarce.
S.B. 100.00
A few dozen autographs of military medal winners. Most appear to be for the Medal of Honor. Also includes many autopens.
S.B. 75.00
Ernie Banks autographed cover (June 28,1977) used in Prospect Heights. Personalize “To Danny, Peace, Ernie Banks Chi-Cubs
6/28/1977” Ex Schilier, Weisz COA.
S.B. 50.00
Yuri Gagarin autograph 1961 newspaper having some condition problems. Autograph is strong.
S.B. 50.00
Five Fats Domino (American Singer) autographed pieces. A 1978 piano coil cover, and four different 8x10 glossy Fats at the piano
photos.
S.B. 50.00
Autographed ticket to the final home game of the San Diego Padres in 2001 (10-7-01) celebrating the career of Tony Gwynn. Signed
by him in bright blue sharpie. Striking gold bordered large size ticket (8.5” x 4.75”). Ticket postmarked on the back on that day. No
COA, but looks good to us.
S.B. 40.00
Three Carl Lewis (American Track Athlete) autographed pieces. A Sports Illustrated magazine Images of ‘92, a Don’t Mess With
Texas” postcard, and a glossy “Four Gold Medal” Olympic photo.
S.B. 40.00
Six cartons holding contemporary movie and sports posters, nearly 50 different all together. Highlights includes a small stack of
Shoeless Joe Jackson reproduction posters from the 1990s, three or four unsevered rolls of baseball cards (one is Wheaties), and our
favorites a nifty Jim Harbaugh Bears poster and 15 Jose Conseco posters. SHIPPING SURCHARGE for oversize so OFFICE PICK
UP RECOMMENDED.
S.B. 100.00
Two 1979 limited edition Mettlacher Kunstkeramik Beer steins (Deckelkruge). Well made and never used, still in their original
boxes. Only one certificate of authenticity. Displayable.
S.B. 100.00
Three nostalgic beer tap pulls. Michelob Light “Skier”, Schlitz “Sittin’ on top of the World”, and Hamm’s “Large Cue Ball”. All are
in lightly used Man Cave appropriate.
S.B. 44.00
A mesmerizing Christmas Seal ephemera group of several hundred articles. Includes posters, advertisements, locals, labels, and a
record album, etc. This rarely seen peripheral assembly would be hard to duplicate as there are numerous items we have never seen
before. Not for the faint of heart.
S.B. 300.00
Sweet Caporal cigarette pins. A selection of 17 all pre 1908 showing the states of the Union in celluloid (22mm). As found, variable
condition, all pre worn. A few duplicates.
S.B. 75.00
United States and worldwide cinderellas from various decades of the 20th Century in one large carton. Comprises a preponderance
of US Christmas Seals and similar material which should not detour you from viewing. Contains one neat stockbook of Spanish Civil
War stamps and souvenir sheets as well some fascinating nuggets to be mined. Searching might bring some excitement into your life.
S.B. 220.00
Six Civil War or GAR Military photographs in oval frames consisting of a 9” X 11” soldier in uniform ( brushed photo and damage
to outer frame) 9 ½” X 11 1/2” standing soldier w, a 11 ½” X 13 ½”, mustached solider, a 9” ½”” X 11 ½” shoulder shot soldier, a 11
½” X 13 ½” colorized seating soldier with rifle, and a 14” X 12” standing soldier with his rifle (photo faded). All in Victorian frames.
Appears to be mostly original and normal wear for their age.
S.B. 500.00
Display case (12’ x 16”) with 20 different items related to the Civil War. Aggregated for commemoration of the “Seventh Michigan
Infantry”, “Camp Benton”, and GAR reunions. Includes: buttons, badges, pins, ribbons and decorations. See the web photos.
S.B. 500.00
Four Civil War or GAR Military photographs in oval frames consisting of a 7” X 8” soldier in uniform (severe damage to outer
frame) 7 ½” X 10” colorized soldier with sword, a 11 ½” X 13 ½”, soldier (faded picture and damage and several cracks to frame) and
a 11 ½”” X 13 ½” standing soldier (faded and some water damage to picture). All in Victorian frames. Appears to be mostly original
and mostly normal wear for their age.
S.B. 300.00
Four Civil War or GAR Military photographs consisting of a 12” X 14” soldier (damage to frame and picture), 11 ½” X 14 ½” soldier (faded) 13 ½”15 ½” (faded), and a 14 ½” X12 ½” soldiers in parade all in Victorian frames. Fading from age and some damaged
to several pictures and frames. Appears to be mostly original and normal wear for their age.
S.B. 300.00
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Three Civil War or GAR Military photographs consisting of an oval 11” X 13” soldier shoulder shot (some damage to picture), 12”
X 14” soldier, and a 11” X 14” soldier in uniform (some water damage) Someone has written in ink on back “Ira Hudson Mass Inf.”
which cannot be verified all in Victorian frames. Fading from age. Appears to be mostly original and normal wear for their age.
S.B. 300.00
Civil War photograph in a 15” X 18” oval frame of Samuel White Crowell from Orono. Maine. Enlisted on August 21, 1862 and serviced in the 18th and 1st Maine Regiments. Wounded on June 18, 1864 in Petersburg, Virginia losing his right leg. He died at 25 years of
age on June 27, 1864. Information provided by the owner of the back. Frame and picture have normal age wear.
S.B. 250.00
Three Civil War Military photographs consisting of a 12” X 14” having a standing young man and a military hat on a chair, a man
in uniform and his wife in a 12” X 10 ½” which has damage, and a man in full uniform in a 12” X 14” all in Victorian frames. Some
fading from age. Appears to be mostly original having some normal age wear to the frames.
S.B. 250.00
Civil War era framed portrait ( 11.5” x 13.5” ). Appears to be a color tintype of some sort. Young soldier carrying a short rifle. Information on the back indicates: “Roscorrie (A.) Hoaglin, 97th Illinois Infantry”. Noticeable damage. Needs restoration. Frame appears
to be original. About average condition. Rare in this format.
S.B. 250.00
Three Civil War or GAR Military photographs consisting of a 6 ½”” X 8” standing soldier in uniform (some cracks to frame, 12
½” X 14 1/2” standing colorized soldier in nice frame, and 12” X 10 ½” Libby Prison. All appear to be in Victorian frames and to be
mainly original having normal wear for their age.
S.B. 220.00
Display case (12’ x 8.5”) with 8 different items related to the Civil War. Aggregated for commemoration of the “Women’s Relief
Corps”, and GAR. Includes: pamphlets, badges, pins, medals, ribbons and decorations. See the web photos.
S.B. 200.00
Just over 70 individual buttons from military uniforms in a small box. Most seem to be before 1940 with some a lot older. You be
the judge.
S.B. 200.00
Civil War era framed portrait (14”x16”). Appears to be a colorized photo with artist added background. Information on the back
indicates “Captain Benjamin Vosburgh, 83rd Reg New York Inf.”. Restored. Frame Appears to be original. Better than average condition.
S.B. 150.00
Civil War era framed portrait (oval 11.5” x 14” ). Appears to be a real photo. Information on the back indicates “Liut. James H. Donnell
April 10. 1862”. Restored. Frame Appears to be original, but with two damage spots to the plaster. Better than average condition.
S.B. 150.00
Civil War era framed portrait ( 12” x 14” ). Appears to be a real photo. Information on the back indicates “ Co. F. 36th Ill. Inf, Age
22, 5’5”, Blue eyes, Aug 17, 1861 - Sept 22, 1864, Kendal Co. Illinois, Born in Norway”. Restored. Frame appears to be original, but
with light damage, mainly wear and tear. Better than average condition.
S.B. 150.00
Civil War era framed portrait (oval 14” x 16.5” ). Appears to be a real photo. Information on the back indicates “John B. Bloomer
1827-1885, Co. A, 98th New York Volunteers, ex Treadway”. Restored. Antique Victorian ornate frame Appears to be original, but
with a few dings and dents. Displayable. In better than average condition.
S.B. 150.00
Civil War era framed portrait of an unidentified Sergeant seated in a chair, holding his sword ( 14.5” x 16” ). Appears to be a real
photo. Information on the back indicates “Baker & Son, Frame Manufacturers, 47 Ann Street, New York, Rear, Steampower”. Restored.
Frame Appears to be original, beautifully made of walnut. Better than average condition.
S.B. 120.00
Civil War era framed portrait of an unidentified Soldier ( 13” x 15” ). Appears to be a colorized real photo or hand painted tin type.
Information on the back indicates “Variety Bracket Works, South Bend , Indiana, 22”. Restored. Matting stained. Frame Appears to
be original, beautifully made of walnut. Better than average condition.
S.B. 120.00
Civil War or GAR Military photograph involving 14” X 16” in really nice Victorian frame Fading and minor water damage photo.
to photos. Appears original and normal wear for age.
S.B. 100.00
Civil War era framed portrait of an unidentified bearded soldier (12” x 14” ). Appears to be an enhanced real photo. No information
on the back. Restored. Frame Appears to be original, beautifully made of walnut. Outstanding condition.
S.B. 100.00
Civil War era framed portrait of an unidentified bearded officer seated in a chair, with his hat ( 13” x 15” ). Appears to be a real photo.
Just a bit faded. No information on the back. Restored. Frame Appears to be original, beautifully made of walnut. Displayable condition.
S.B. 100.00
Civil War Military photograph in a 12” X 14” Victoria frame. Unidentified soldier standing in full uniform. Small scrap to glass.
Looks to be mostly original having some normal wear to the frame.
S.B. 100.00
Civil War Military photograph in a 12” X 14” Victoria frame. Unidentified mustached, seated officer. Fading from age. Appears to
be mostly original having some normal age wear to the frame.
S.B. 100.00
Civil War Military photograph in a 12” X 14” Victoria frame. Unidentified seated, bearded officer. Some fading from age. Looks to
be mostly original having some normal wear to the frame.
S.B. 100.00
GAR 20” X 20” embroidery probably from the early 1900s. Appears to be in a mid-20th Century frame. Some water damage and fading
does not display from its historical nature. Would look just fine in a military room. OFFICE PICK UP ONLY
S.B. 100.00
Civil War era photograph in a 14” X 16” Victorian frame. Unidentified mustached man. Fading from age. Appears to be mostly original
having some normal age wear to the frame.
S.B. 100.00
Civil War Military photograph in a 13 ½” X 15 ½” Victoria frame. Unidentified soldier. Appears mostly original having some wear
to the frame.
S.B. 100.00
Two Civil War or GAR Military photographs consisting of 5 ½” X 8 ½” cabinet photo of Charles Parker (some damage to frame) and
11” X 13” metal frame of colorized shoulder shot of a soldier. Both in Victorian frames Fading to photos. Appears to be mostly original
and normal wear for their age.
S.B. 95.00
Civil War Military photograph in a 12” X 13 ½” Victoria frame. Appears to be three unidentified soldiers; one in a better uniform.
Water stains on the bottom right corner and edge. Looks mostly original having some wear to the frame.
S.B. 90.00
Civil War Military photograph in a 12 ½” X 15” Victoria frame. Unidentified soldier with rifle. Needs examination as photograph is
damaged. Appears mostly original having wear for its age to the frame.
S.B. 90.00
Civil War Military photograph in a 14” X 12” Victoria frame. Unidentified soldiers with family members. Damage to photo in several
places; frame appears restored as well as having wear according for its age.
S.B. 65.00
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Probably GAR Encampment on Sunday at Camp Curtin 9-2-1901 real photograph in a 23 1/12” X 11” period frame. Photo has severe
stains, some water damage, and foxing. Frame has some damage but still a neat relic from a bygone era. Would look fine in a office or
den.
S.B. 50.00
Civil War soldier cover and letter in a 9 ½” X 22” in an older frame. Cancelled on September 7, 1864 in Philadelphia. Letter and back
of frame has severe water stains but still historical and would look nice in a military man cave,
S.B. 50.00
Civil War or GAR Era “A Song for the Ninth Army Corps” printed poem in 12” X 17 ½’” period frame. Published by J. Rice Elliottsburg, Pennsylvania. Has foxing. Appears original and normal wear for age
S.B. 75.00
Civil War or GAR photograph of a mustached unformed solder in a 17 ½” X 14 ½” in a neat Victorian frame. Normal wear to frame
and picture
S.B. 36.00
A strange eclectic assembly of revenues and emphemera. Includes listed and unlisted material of both US and worldwide. Interesting
trade cards, off beat state revenues, labels and such. Bizarre stuff to market if it’s your kind of thing.
S.B. 240.00
Everything unusual from a consignment. Includes engravings, bonds, newspapers, deeds revenues etc.. good profit potential on eBay
or at flea markets.
S.B. 200.00
Eight framed pieces all of a wildlife theme. Seven are Duck Stamps , single issues from the 1990s with numbered prints. Most
include artist signed stamps, while one is the “medallion” presentation. The last is some sort of 2000 NRA release for their “Too Close
For Comfort” event that includes a $5 face value donation stamp. Most of the frames have bumps and bruises from being transported
to various bourses, probable needing only a little TLC for elegant display. Would decorate a den or sportsman’s man cave. All have
unbroken glass and are very fragile which precludes their shipping. OFFICE PICK UP ONLY
S.B. 160.00
Framed souvenir from a trip to Japan before 1915. Shows a hand back souvenir of a mounted collection of the “old stamps of Japan”
with colorful artwork. Beautiful and unusual. A little faded, but still in displayable condition. Size: 17” by 23” covered in glass (not
safety or polarized) will activate a substantial shipping surcharge; office pick up a bidder’s advantage.
S.B. 120.00
Framed pennant commemorating the Balbo flight of 1933 to Chicago. A little faded, but still in displayable condition. Size: 16”
by 33” covered in glass (not safety or polarized) will activate a substantial shipping surcharge; office pick up a bidder’s advantage.
S.B. 100.00
Framed pennant commemorating the Century of Progress of 1933 Chicago flower show. A little faded, but still in displayable
condition. Size: 18” by 40” covered in glass (not safety or polarized) will activate a substantial shipping surcharge; office pick up a
bidder’s advantage.
S.B. 100.00
A six volume match book collection (no matches are included). We’re guessing around 2000 items neatly laid out for easy viewing.
One of the more unusual collections we have ever offered. Also includes a how to guide. If you’re into Phillumeny, this lot is for you.
S.B. 20.00
77mm round coin like souvenir issued for the 1892 World’s Fair Landing of Columbus 400 Year Commemorative (7oz Bronze
Round). Produced by the Winters Art Lithographic Company at the Chicago World’s Fair of 1892 to commemorate the Quadricentennial Anniversary of Christopher Columbus’ Landing in America. This coin has very light almost unnoticeable amounts of oxidation on
both sides, but has a fresh and striking appearance. A great collectable example of this scarce souvenir.
S.B. 120.00
Original as found Grand Chapter Royal Arch Masons 100th anniversary medal uncirculated in its original case. This Hartford, Connecticut 1798-1898 anniversary medal measures approximately 45mm in diameter. In its original wooden case lined with red velvet.
The presentation box shows wear but has kept the medal in wonderful condition.
S.B. 120.00
Original black and white photograph (125:180mm) circa 1935. With embossed Nazi Party emblem at bottom. Signed by Hitler, with
“Heinrich Hoffman Photoberichterstatter der Reichsleitung der NSDAP” (Hoffman was the official photographer for the NSDAP),
handstamp on back. Some peripheral toning, otherwise Fine and rare signed photo.
S.B. 3000.00
Auschwitz souvenir memorial. Includes what appears to be an original police arm band, stones and paint chips from the camp, modern
photos etc.
S.B. 100.00
Japanese military flag signed by numerous friends. Made out silk, size is approximately 35”x 26”. Condition a bit rough from “battle”
damage such as holes and stains (blood?).
S.B. 100.00
Two late World War 2 naval uniforms manufactured by the Naval Clothing Factory. One work and one dress. Some repairs in both
pants o/w like new.
S.B. 75.00
Two Korean era dress uniforms, one summer khaki and one winter OD green. The khaki has a few small holes in the tunic o/w like
new.
S.B. 75.00
Over ninety photos of various aspects of life in Germany in the 1930’s. All have printed narratives on the backs.
S.B. 50.00
Thirteen different German 3rd Reich arm bands, pins, plaques, etc. includes SS, Kriegsmarine and others. Images available by request
only.
S.B. 50.00
World War 2 propaganda poster “Poland First to Fight” some minor stains o/w bright color
S.B. 50.00
Collection of twenty-five World War 2 squadron insignias printed on pressboard.
S.B. 50.00
World War 2 poster “Is Your Trip Necessary?” approximately 21” x 27” nice condition
S.B. 50.00
World War 2 war bonds poster “Till We Meet Again” approximately 28” x 22” corner damage at the top corners o/w nice.
S.B. 50.00
Three German arm bands and one pennant from the 3rd Reich period. Images available by request only.
S.B. 40.00
A variety of German paper collectables “liberated” after World War 2
S.B. 30.00
Six different German anti allied propaganda photos
S.B. 30.00
Two matching sterling silver commemorative small size (110mm) spoons. Issued as souvenirs of the 1897 Greater Buffalo GAR
31st National encampment. Original patina, outstanding turn of the last century design.
S.B. 120.00
Vintage two piece Victorian hallmarked cake serving set in its original 14 inch wedding gift padded container. Probably sterling
silver. Cracked handles. Have been polished many times. As found.
S.B. 50.00
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Spectacular Apollo 11 crew photo signed by all three Astronauts, twice. On an official Prime Crew of Fifth Manned Apollo Mission photograph. Personalized “To Ken - Best Wishes” by Neil Armstrong in bold black sharpie that matches his signature, Michael
Collins adds his signature in a thinner black sharpie and adds the date “7-16-69” the date of the launch. Looks like Buzz Aldrin uses
Armstrong’s pen for his signature. The second set of signatures happens during a 20th reunion where all three signed and dated it (7/16/89
by Armstrong and July 16,1989 by Collins) with the same black ballpoint. Handling crease at top right in the black background and a
little soiling around the edges. Probably unique.
S.B. 3000.00
The main collection of Russian Space Mission and Cosmonaut pins and badges organized by era and mission in an oversized display
album, three, three ring binders, and an old style double sided display case. Mostly sets. Many elusive and early pieces. Huge capital
outlay to assemble. Well over 1,500 individual pins. Display ready for a new collector to work up and enjoy. A stand alone beauty.
S.B. 1600.00
US and Russia mostly astronaut Space autographed collection from the 1990s to 2003 in two Lindner albums and slipcases. Entails
roughly 85 mainly crew or individual signed photos, pictures, or covers from the International Space Station STS 88 to 107 and TM 31
to 34 plus some miscellaneous. A Space afficando dream come true. Check out the other lots from this consignment in this auction.
S.B. 1000.00
Pair of Apollo 16 autographed crew photos. No COA. One appears to be legit, while the other is marked with a sticky note as an
autopen. Tough to get crew signed photos.
S.B. 425.00
Russian Space Mission pin and badge collection on coinsafe pages in a large binder. Ten pages, 300 individual pins, many in sets.
Huge capital outlay to assemble. Organized and ready for a new collector to enjoy.
S.B. 350.00
Another Russian Space Mission pin and badge collection on homemade pages in a large binder. Ten pages, around 350 individual
pins, many in sets, some duplicate pieces. Huge capital outlay to assemble. Amassed and ready for a new collector to enjoy.
S.B. 280.00
The last bunch of Russian Space Mission pins and badges loose and in plastic bags in a small carton. A few sets here and there.
Huge capital outlay to assemble. Disorganized bunch ready for a new collector to work up and enjoy.
S.B. 240.00
All the coin related space themed items from a large consignment. Highlights include: Sterling rounds in philatelic covers, “official”
government medals, and even a non working commemorative watch. Compact box of space ephemera.
S.B. 150.00
Four framed space art pieces. Includes: Fleetwood US-Soviet cooperation in space print with stamps # 25/450 (glass, 32” x 19”),
Mir-Shuttle in oil, Brunova (22” x 17”), First Woman in Space, unattributed (16” x 19”) (not Alice Cramden), and First Walk by Alexei
Leonov # 106/950 with certificate (24” x 27”). Glass and size make this lot OFFICE PICK UP ONLY
ONLY.
S.B. 150.00
Two Apollo-Soyuz (9” x 14”) banners. Cosmonaut signed. Display ready. The red one has a (dirt, grease?) streak impairment.
Rare.
S.B. 120.00
Batch of zeppelin related ephemera. Some are out of the period and some are more modern remakes. Good eBay potential.
S.B. 300.00
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Around 250 picture postcards from 1892-1970 in a fat three ring binder in plastic pages. All concern Expos and World’s Fairs starting
with the Columbian Expo in Chicago through modern ones of the 1970s. Plenty of value in the St. Louis World’s Fair of 1904. Mint
and used with plenty of variety. Condition as usually seen.
S.B. 300.00
One binder WWI picture postcard collection. Just over 125 from real photo through a run of Chicago Daily News patriotic. Some
are artist signed. Great condition for these 100 year old records of REAL American history of the period.
S.B. 250.00
Six different International Harvester cards from 1909 Fine.
S.B. 48.00
Assortment of around 223 (owner’s count) mostly Golden Age postcards. Includes 167 Cuba. Twelve “Hold to the Light” and 44
unusual mechanical, puzzle, etc. An eclectic offering.
S.B. 150.00
Accumulation of owner’s count of 693 postcards in a file drawer. Involves 525 worldwide, thirty-five better, twenty Panama, Canal
Zone, thirty-seven vintage Philippines, and seventy-six vintage Caribbean. Includes Golden age, linen, and chromes. Could be a money
maker.
S.B. 250.00
British Military selection of owner’s count of around 250 mainly Golden Age postcards. Comprises a binder of 140 Tuck having numerous Harry Payne artist cards and the remainder are miscellaneous. Check out some of these really cool cards.
S.B. 500.00
Five German real photo postcards issued between 1929-1938, each with a connection to dirigible airship travel. Four postcards show
postal use; one card is unused. Images, cancels, stamps, messages, and addresses are shown on the scans. Clean souvenirs in sharp focus
of an important period in German history.
S.B. 90.00

COVER ACCUMULA
ACCUMULATIONS
UNITED STATES
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Just in time for the 50th Anniversary of the First Moon Landing, owner’s count of 12,000 Apollo 11 C76 FDC collection/accumulation in eight cartons. Huge depth from major cachet makers. Includes singles, blocks, and space stamps accompanying C76. Entails
roughly 6,000 SCHOEN covers having 26 varieties Almost all Washington D. C. cancels with a few anniversaries. NASA Maned
Space Center Stamp Club around 1,200 having six varieties. Cancels involves alternate cities of Cape Canaveral, Titusville, Houston
(primary) having a few anniversaries. Space City Cover Society varieties Aldrin, Collins, Armstrong (primary) having Houston cancels.
All unaddressed except if printed to the cachet maker. If you want in on Apollo 11, this is your chance.
S.B. 1000.00
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Accumulation roughly from 1929 to 1991. Approximately 650 mainly airmail FDCs and First Flight covers mostly cacheted and
sleeved. Entails several unusual cachets, about 100 handpainted, and overall a pleasant lot to view. An infrequent encountered selection
needing your examination.
S.B. 800.00
Elite R.P.O. collection of covers, postcards, and postal cards from western railroads and states. Late nineteenth to mid-twentieth century. Contains almost 400 items housed in three clean Supersafe albums. Organized by railroad post office, Towle number, and date.
Complete, detailed inventory included. Admirable condition, with clear cancels and auxiliary markings. Seldom offered in this quantity
and quality.
S.B. 800.00
Phenomenal old postal card collection/assortment from the early years of the UX numbers in one large carton. Roughly 950 mainly
postally used cards consisting of around 60% in two gigantic stuffed ancient stockbooks and 40% what appears to be the remains of an
exhibit. Duplication could be a source for varieties, cancellations, shades, paper difference etc. Interesting content including advertising.
A rare opportunity to find a multitude of this material. Postal history collector nirvana.
S.B. 650.00
Postal history assortment the 1850s to the 1940s. Comprises nearly 600 commercial covers, postal stationery, and postcards. Includes
some advertising covers and postal cards. Condition varies on some items, so examination required. Searching will reveal some nuggets
so happy mining.
S.B. 650.00
Accumulation/collection of several thousand mainly stationary which feature cancels, destinations, interesting up rates, etc. Also
includes FDC’s, 1st day rates, events a few commercial and more. Nothing spotted as scarce but extensive for lower retail level items.
Great for dollar boxes or small groups on the internet.
S.B. 600.00
Accumulation in four cartons. Consists of 2,600 FDCs, Event covers, and postal cards from the 1940s to 1990s having owner’s
count of 1,000 unaddressed, 1,050 addressed, and 550 noncacheted. Also contains roughly 900 Event covers from the 1970s to 1990s,
approximately 2,800 unaddressed FDCs also from the 1970s to 1990s, and around 600 US and worldwide postcards mainly from the
modern era but has some linens and Golden Age. Plenty of backup so inspection recommended.
S.B. 600.00
Minuteman Space assortment of owner’s count of roughly 2,500 mostly sleeved covers from 1961 to 1976 in two large cartons.
Almost all Boudwin cachet launched Vandenberg AFB, California. Instant ICBM. Duplication slight to moderate. Become the market
leader after acquiring this holding.
S.B. 500.00
Assortment in thirteen cartons consisting of thousands of FDCs, commercial, event covers, postal stationery, and subscription items.
Six cartons contain over 3,000 FDC collection from the 1940s to 2014 all in albums. The remaining run from the early 1900s to the
1990s having a heavy emphasis on subscription items. If you like a multitude of covers, pound for pound this lot will be just for you.
S.B. 450.00
Mae Weigand hand painted assortment from 1943 to 1947. Over fifty mostly FDCs including about twenty having themes of China,
Korea, Four Freedoms, Bataan, Roosevelt, etc. and 34 appearing to be Weigand involving United Nations WW II Allies. An out of sight
holding that WW II collectors will need to battle.
S.B. 450.00
Roughly 800 mainly WW II cacheted FDC and Event covers from 1943 to 1946. Includes some cachet maker Fluegel and Guthrie.
Involves V-E, V-J Day and a potpourri of other events as they occurred on a daily basis. Not to be missed.
S.B. 450.00
Several hundred First Day and various event covers almost all autographed by Major League baseball players. Many stars and the
like. Some are personalized. All were part of the Elten Schiller collection and are backstamped as such. Many have Weisz COA.
S.B. 375.00
Doc’s Local Post of owner’s count of approximately 900 event covers mostly from the 1970s in three small boxes in one large carton.
Variety of topics including Aviation, Lindberg, Dirigible, Christmas, States, Evil Knievel, Lighthouses, Nudes, Political. Mr. Zip, UFO,
Military, Freedom Train, Tin Can Mail etc. Duplication runs slight to moderate. Mainly made in limited quality having numbering on
their reverses.
S.B. 350.00
Approximately three thousand FDC’s running from 1923 to the mid 1980’s. they range from uncatched, addressed to cacheted,
unaddressed generally appearing as such early to later. Includes mainly Artcraft catchets but does contain some better. Some duplication
which can feature blocks or plate blocks. All nice and clean.
S.B. 300.00
Seventeen autographed covers from 1941 to 1973. Includes Admiral Nimitz on a USS Arizona 1941 cancelled cover, General Wainwright, Vice President Wallace, Eleanor Roosevelt, Omar Bradley, Douglas MacArthur, and Gordan Cooper, Charles Conrad Jr both
on 1965 cover. No COAs as from a period source.
S.B. 300.00
Illinois mainly Rural Free Delivery (RFD) assortment from 1884 to 1912. Consists of approximately 75 postcards, postal cards,
and commercial covers having roughly 80% from downstate counties. The remaining 20% are from Chicago which are not RFD. An
interesting Illinoisan postal history offering.
S.B. 250.00
Thirty-six #855 First and Second Day covers all but two autographed by Major League baseball players. Many stars and the like:
Luke Appling, Glenn Beckert, Ernie Banks, etc. All were part of the Elten Schiller collection and are backstamped as such.
S.B. 220.00
Group of ten early Ohio postal history covers. Seven are free franks all having something to do with Ohio. Clear and interesting
markings. The other three are old folded letters from Butler County (Darr Town) and the Cincinnati area. All ten are webphotoed.
S.B. 220.00
All the cover albums from a small US estate. Nine albums with all the covers that the collector accumulated during his active years.
Some old, some 1960s, Some postal stationery, some classics, around a couple hundred to get you attention. Many from the 1870s,
some even include the correspondence. One is transcripted. Two groups of souvenir cards counted in the total. Valiant attempt at postal
history with just a couple surprises.
S.B. 200.00
Five large cartons filled with thousands covers. Includes FDCs with various cachets and some uncacheted, modern mint postal
stationary, junk mail, and a tiny bit of foreign for added flavor. Lots a stuff to sift through. 140 lbs. shipping weight call or email for a
rate quote.
S.B. 150.00
PAGE 9
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Over forty folded letter covers mostly from the 1840s to 1850s. Involves cancels from Nashville, Mobile, Boston, New York, Lexington, KY etc. Interesting historical items.
S.B. 150.00
Soldier Civil War correspondence consisting of eight covers and letters plus extra letters in a pizza size box. Written by John Gillespie
to his father in New London, Pennsylvania while serving in the Union Army for year years. One letter is written to his mother. Cover
condition varies but the historical contents are fascinating to read. A Civil War buff will really enjoy this lot.
S.B. 100.00
Well over 13,000 covers (probable low estimate) in fifteen full cover cartons. Accumulated over the years by a local dealer for the
summer APS show where it was to be his dollar cover table. When he could not attend these became expendable. Decent enough dollar
cover group with enough surprises to be viable. Mostly clean and not bourse worn. Fresh. Go through it and take out what you need
for stock then dollar it to the end line. Many will sell at this price threshold. Offered very inexpensively for it is clogging the owners
storage capacity. The work is already done, its ready to go!
S.B. 2000.00
Thousand upon thousands of covers broomed out of the back rooms of a classic stamp store. These mostly long forgotten covers are
heavy in all kinds of 1st days from the U.S. and from various other countries. All is weighted down by gaudy subscription albums along
with the rest of the commercial and philatelic covers. Parts are well organized and some are just heaped into boxes. Barely looked at by
us, the only viewing was during repacking. Needs inspection.
S.B. 1400.00
Seven carton accumulation from the 1870s to the 1990s. Comprises over 3,000 FDCs, commercial, event covers, and postal stationary. Includes nuggets of roughly 350 sleeved/priced US cacheted and noncacheted FDCs from 1925 to 1945 having some fascinating
cachets from an old dealer stock in storage for several decades. Also entails over 30 British Royalty FDCs from 1972-1981 having coins
and Crowns in their cachets, and. two binders of Detroit River Mail from 1962 to 2017. Plenty of useable postal history to tickle your
fancy and sell on the internet. Needs examination to come up with a correct number but not buying this lot might make you sad.
S.B. 950.00
Cover assortment from the 1870s to the 1990s in fifteen cartons. Thousands and thousands of mainly US commercial, event covers, and FDCs running the gambit of common to moderately interesting either loose or in binders. Two cartons are subscription items
consisting of mostly golden replicates. Enough worldwide to tempt you. Candidates for a dollar table.
S.B. 650.00
Sixteen of our largest cover cartons containing roughly 16,000 well traveled common FDCs, commercial, event covers, and postal
history from various places and times, of the last one hundred and thirty years. Plenty of material to staff a fifty cents table or for building bourse bargain lots. Pound for pound a fun lot.
S.B. 650.00
Two cartons from the early 1900s to the 1990s having a concentration from the 1950s to the end from the Belgian in the Carolinas
estate. Hundreds and hundreds of mainly commercial covers and postal stationery having a strong presence from Germany and Belgium.
Good lot for a dollar table or a donation to a religious order.
S.B. 350.00
Two cartons of commercial covers, postal stationery, and postcards in binders. Includes mainly United States and Western Europe
from the late 19th Century to the 1960s. Appears no nuggets by some interesting common postal history. Super for selling at a fifty
cents table.
S.B. 250.00
Accumulation in two medium cartons. Entails nearly 400 FDCs, commercial, event covers, and postcards from the early 1900s to
2012. Involves a selection of Hungarian postcards, several US First Flights, a binder of US Inauguration covers from Eisenhower to
Obama and miscellaneous interesting items.
S.B. 200.00
Around fifty mainly worldwide cover accumulation from 1859 to 1954. Contains Great Britain and colonies, a few US including
one Confederate, and Western Europe. Examination required as condition is a factor on several items. Postal history extravagance.
S.B. 200.00
Cover, postcard, and ephemera selection from 1865 to 1944 in a pizza-size box. Comprises twenty postal history items including US
C18 cacheted First Flight, a 1904 St Louis World’s Fair used postcard, and four British Transatlantic folded letter covers from 1856 to
1862 nicely annotated on pages. Also involves ten document ephemera items including a Tennessee 1837 document, several Southern
Express Co receipts from the 1890s, and railway bonds.
S.B. 100.00

CONFEDERATE STATES
174



175



Accumulation of 34 postal history selected cover from the Southern States 1834-1865. Most are Civil War era and are in mainly
average condition. A few are Southern Stampless covers pre Civil War. Most scarce is Confederate states #9 on cover where both the
stamp and the cover are in “beat up” condition. Civil War history buffs should give this on a look.
S.B. 425.00
Group of four Confederate States covers from the Civil War. Many cover faults. All are shown in the webphotos.
S.B. 100.00

UNITED NATIONS
176



UN specialized collection, covers, and aerogram group that was once part of an award winning exhibit. Three cartons embracing hundreds and hundreds from the very first to around 1975-1980. Lots of scarce aerogrammes excellently written up in exhibit form. The
exhibit is no longer together, but its chronicle is included for reassembly. The collection and covers are run of the mill, but hundreds
and hundreds of different. The collection is not highly specialized, but the aerogram section is rife with proofs, specimens, errors and
the like. Needs a new “thoughtful philatelist” to rewrite and show.
S.B. 500.00

TOPICALS
177
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Apollo-Soyuz and Space Treaty American astronaut, support staff, politicians, other personalities related to Space etc.organized
binder from 1972 to 1975. Approximately 125 Space covers having many with multiple signatures. Includes four Gerald Ford and one
Richard Nixon autographs. A totally awesome selection.
S.B. 1000.00
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Mainly Russian cosmonauts autographed covers organized in a binder from 1964 to the 1980s. Around 100 Space covers having an
excellent variety. Book some time to view this lot as well as its cousins in this auction.
S.B. 750.00
Apollo-Soyuz astronaut, cosmonaut, and support staff autographed space covers and several photographs in a binder in a pizza-size
box. Nearly 50 items offering an excellent variety for the collector of this flight. Check out the other awesome lots from this fantastic
space collection. Recommended viewing
S.B. 650.00
Vostok I, II, III, IV, and Voschod II cosmonaut autographed space covers in a Lindner binder from 1961 to 1965. Roughly 50 covers
nicely annotated on pages and having stamps compliment them. Includes signatures by Gagarin, Tereshkova, Titov etc. Check out the
other lots from this collection throughout this auction. Viewing recommended.
S.B. 600.00
Mostly US astronauts, crew, and support staff autographed covers organized in two binders from 1970 to 1997. Approximately 80
Space covers including MIR and Space Shuttle as well as some unautographed extras offering the space afficando an eclectic mixture.
Check out the other lots in this auction of this fantastic collection.
S.B. 550.00
T-1-15 and TM1-12 Russian cosmonaut autographed and signed covers in a Lindner binder from 1979 to 1990. Around 80 Space
covers neatly annotated on their pages. Looking for the other lots from this collection in this auction will bring a spring in your step.
An out of this world selection.
S.B. 550.00
Soyuz 1 to 28 Russian cosmonaut autographed covers in a Lindner binder from 1967 to 1978. Roughly 60 Space covers nicely annotated on their pages. Please search for the other lots from this collection in this auction. An outstanding offering.
S.B. 500.00
TM13 to 31 Russian cosmonaut autographed and signed covers in a Lindner binder from 1991 to 1999. About 50 Space covers
neatly annotated on their pages. Viewing the other lots from this superb collection in this auction will bring joy to your heart. An out of
sight selection.
S.B. 400.00
Soyuz 29 to 40 Russian cosmonaut autographed Space covers in a Lindner binder from 1978 to 1981. Nearly 50 covers nicely annotated on their pages. Searching for the other lots from this collection in this auction will bring a smile on your face. An extraordinary
holding
S.B. 350.00
Eight binders of Space Event covers in one carton. Roughly 950 covers mainly from Apollo-Soyuz in 1975 but also including around
50 Soviet autographed covers from 1970 to 1990. Nice clean lot having some useful backup from an awesome Space collection that can
be found throughout this auction.
S.B. 300.00
An accumulation of almost 300 most all different Christmas or tuberculosis related items (mostly covers). Areas of concentration
are Emily Bissell, Santa Claus Indiana, and FDC’s of the Christmas issues. Great verity and many never seen before pieces. A great
addition to a collection of this popular topic.
S.B. 300.00

BRITISH
188



Assortment of thirty 1935 British colonies Omnibus King George V Silver Jubilee mainly FDCs and one 1911 Coronation postcard.
Includes Ascension, Basutoland, Barbados, Bechuanaland Protectorate, British Guiana, British Honduras, Ceylon, Gilbert-Ellice Islands,
Gold Coast, KUT, Leeward Islands, Mauritius, Newfoundland, Nigeria, St. Christopher, St. Helena, St. Vincent, Seychelles, Sierra Leone,
Somaliland Protectorate, Strait Settlement, Swaziland, and Virgin Islands. Also entails New Zealand, Australia, Southern Rhodesia, and
India. Always popular and unusual to find a diverse selection. Do not miss out.
S.B. 400.00

GENERAL FOREIGN
189
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195



One carton load of foreign covers from a would be bourse dealer that never got it all together. All 800 or so covers are sleeved and
priced albeit with “hopeful” prices. Marked retail of over $13,000.00. Ready to sell at a small fraction of this total. Looks like a mixture
of $1-$20 covers to us. What do you think?
S.B. 1000.00
Eleven Zeppelin flight covers, 10 Germany , 1 Italy, all scanned. Over $2,000.00 marked retail. Average condition. Also includes a
commercial book with all the particulars of LZ129
S.B. 50.00
Accumulation of over 600 covers and FDCs in one carton. Roughly 80% are Greenland FDCs and Events from 1957 to 1993 and
the remainder are either Canada, Newfoundland, US and miscellaneous worldwide from the 1870s to 1940s. An unusual offering.
S.B. 450.00
Accumulation mainly from the 1920s to the 1980s. Contains. around 500 commercial covers, FDCs, postal stationery, and postcards.
Spotted unusual Great Britain, Cuba, Canada, and Jamaica covers from the 1930s having Chinese writing on their fronts but also heavily
toned and foxed from storage in a humid climate. Ready to rocket to a dollar table.
S.B. 350.00
Nearly 400 FDCs and commercial covers from the 1880s to 1990 Contains common to interesting material having a few nuggets to
find, Happy searching.
S.B. 150.00
Nine mainly Zeppelin covers from 1925 to 1938. Comprises five Germany of which one is a Bremen catapult, two 1929 having four
marks (folded vertically through both stamps), one each Spain 1930 (small tear bottom edge,) two Brazil, (one a little rough) and one
US Los Angles to Bermuda.
S.B. 150.00
Seven different Lindbergh Circle flown Caribbean 1928 First Flight cacheted covers. Includes Canal Zone, Dominican Republic,
Haiti, and Cuba.
S.B. 75.00
PAGE 11
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196



Historically interesting small assortment consisting of nearly twenty covers and original letters both censored from 1947-1950. Sent
from a stamp collector to another collector several letters discuss the living conditions in Vienna. Also includes around ten covers from
the 1960s.
S.B. 40.00

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
197



Phenomenal railroad former exhibit of nearly 90 postcards, postal cards, and covers from 1877 to 1968 in two binders. Outstanding
presentation of how mail was moved about the Island on trains, and off the Island on boats, ferries, and ice boats. Entails railway and
ship cancels and markings along with a few scarce clerk’s cachets. Highlights include the only two emergency strike #E56 known, Winter
mail service cancel less than five known, several mail clerk hand stamps, less than five known each Charlottetown & Moncton RPO
less than five known, and Charlottetown & Summerside RPO less than five known. Also involves two binders of some extra material
plus information not used in the exhibit. A totally awesome selection than you will be hard pressed to find anywhere else. Check out
the web photos.
S.B. 3750.00

198



Outstanding fifteen cover selection from 1860 to 1872. Includes a stampless from Souris with red paid hand stamp with a back stamp
to Georgetown dated April 28, 1860, a #5a tied to grid 13 from Charlottetown 5a with yellowish paper tied by 13 grid from Charlottetown April 21, 1868 to Woods Island, and a #6 tied with a PEI cancel dated August 14, 1868 to St Johns NB, #7 Feb. 18, 1866 to Mount
Pleasant. Also involves a #13 tied by a 10 bar grid from Georgetown April 1872 to Rollo Bay, a #7 perf 11 ¾ Charlottetown June 28,
1871 to Nova Scotia, and a #14 tied Charlottetown July 12, 1872 to Montreal. All covers have web photos. A tremendous selection
difficult to find in this quality.
S.B. 3000.00



Accumulation of seven China covers from 1927 to 1947 and twelve PRC (fronts only) from around 1950. Condition varies but viewing
will be a pleasure.
S.B. 100.00

CHINA
199

COLOMBIA
200



SCADTA selection consisting of twelve covers mainly from 1924-26 and fifteen used stamps from 1928 to 1931. Covers were mostly
mailed internally to Bogota and Medellin as well as to London and New York City. They have some foxing and toning which does not
distract from their historical importance.
S.B. 300.00

FRENCH OFFICES IN CHINA
201



Phenomenal French Offices in China in a Safe binder on homemade exhibit style pages. Titled “Bureaux Francais et Indochinois
en Chine” (French and Indochinese Offices in China), this 48-page former award-winning exhibit from 1876 to 1940 is organized in
the European style and written in French. Divided into four section consisting of Military Post Occupation, Offices in North and West
China, Kouang-Tcheou-Wan Territory, and Indochinese Offices in South China. Consists of 78 covers, postcards, and postal cards. Surely
has some very scarce and difficult to find postal history including multifranked and mixed franked covers. Nicely annotated, perfectly
described in philatelic text so all you need is some basic knowledge of French to fully comprehend the awesomeness and completeness
of this selection. Once in a decade opportunity to view and bid on a holding of this magnitude. All the pages have webphotos.
S.B. 8000.00

GERMANY
202



Small group of 22 mainly flown Zeppelin covers with cheaper flights and franking predominate. Average to extra fine condition with
enough variety to interest many collectors. Easy to view and evaluate. Web photos are a representative sample of some of the better
items.
S.B. 250.00

GREAT BRITAIN
203



204

/

PAGE 12

Over 40 Queen Victoria postal history covers from 1862 to.1901 having most from the 1860s to the 1870s. Includes one with #28,
another with #49. Several have interesting foreign destinations of Berlin, Gand, Nurnberg, Hamilton, Canada, Halifax, Capetown, and
Messina, Italy. Also entails two 1886 perfin large covers to the Paquebot Post in Alexandria, Egypt and several large OHMS.
S.B. 350.00
Stamp Collection approximately from the 1870s to the 1970s. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in partial, full
sets, and singles. Involves a Minkus album for British America, Scott Specialty having mainly Hong Kong and Straits Settlements, and
four binders having Scott pages with collections for Canada, Great Britain and A-Z colonies. Owner’s older catalog appears to be fairly
accurate but does not take into consideration condition or doubtful. Examination required.
S.B. 1500.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY
HUNGARY
205



206



Early Hungary group of just over 100 covers and cards. Begins with some nifty stampless and ends with an unusual group of postal
stationery.
S.B. 300.00
Exhibit style organized collection of Hungary hyper inflation covers in plastic pages in a three ring binder. Just over 30 in all spreading
across all of the rate jumps from May of 1945 through July of 1946. Includes the stamps of the period to complete the story. Interesting,
informative and difficult to assemble.
S.B. 250.00

LIECHTENSTEIN
207



Liechtenstein group of six Zeppelin covers and cards hand selected by an airpost specialist. Duplication. The webphotos show the
entire selection.
S.B. 260.00

PARAGUAY
208



Unusual selection of several Zeppelin items including used singles, couple of used blocks of six, several used on piece with Zeppelin
cancels no non Zeppelin stamps, and three postal cards having stamps added to reach the airmail rate. A beautiful lot from this popular
area.
S.B. 200.00

POLAND
209



Group of 40 Flights by Austrian military aviators from the Przemysl Fortress besieged by Russians during WWI. Most are numbered
lightweight cards with “Fliegerpost Przemysl” handstamps. Two are covers with tape reattached flaps. One feldpost postcard. Three
are unused. Most have Budapest as destinations. Most are tape damaged, but still legible. Were once part of a large exhibit. Rare to
find so many of these in one place. All have webphotos.
S.B. 1200.00

ROMANIA
210



Romania mainly FDC group in three heavy cartons. The first is FDCs up to 2014 in eight binders somewhat chronologically organized.
The second is FDCs from 2001-20014 most still in government packs with duplication of up to five. And the last is the oversized and
presentation packs where there is a lot of value. More Romanian covers than we have seen in a long time.
S.B. 300.00

SERBIA
211



Around 40 postally used and unused mainly postal cards but a few covers from 1838 to 1942 in a pizza size box. Nicely annotated
on quadrille pages offering important information to the bidder. An unusual offering from an area not often seen so comprehensive.
Serbian collectors will enjoy viewing.
S.B. 400.00

SOUTH WEST AFRICA AND NAMIBIA
212 // Two-volume collection of FDCs and companion stamps from South West Africa and Namibia, 1974-1996. Stamps are MNH; covers,
clean and colorful. Bountiful topical material featuring animals, flora and fauna, regional costumes, art and artifacts, and local landscapes.
A window into African culture seldom available in this quantity.
S.B. 375.00
SWITZERLAND
213



214



215



Switzerland mainly flight covers and cards 1925-1948 hand selected by a Switzerland airpost specialist. No pioneer flights, but
special flights and a few Zeppelin usages are included. Some duplication of flights. The webphotos show a good overview of this 115
item selection.
S.B. 1500.00
Just over 210 Switzerland flight covers and cards, mainly different, 1924-1972. From a long time collector’s backstock for an exhibit
that was broken down long ago. Take some time with viewing for the webphotos show only part of the story.
S.B. 950.00
Exactly 93 “better” Switzerland flight covers and cards, mainly different, mostly 1924- 1960. Sixty are Zeppelin flights. From a long
time collector’s accunulation for an exhibit that was broken down long ago. Take some time with viewing for the webphotos show only
part of the story.
S.B. 900.00

COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, AND STOCKS
216

/

An exceptional 19th and 20th century mint and used medium to higher price stock in seventeen sales books from a highly regarded
dealer from the Sunshine State. Meticulously identified and competitively priced with easily digestible duplication. Items are priced
from $35.00 to multiple hundreds. Condition is much better than normally encountered. Also includes front and Back of the Book plus
a bit of Confederate States, Possessions, and Ryukyu to round out the selection.
S.B. 10,000.00
PAGE 13
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A juicy mint and used 19th and 20th century front and back of the book stock nested in 35 sales books in three cases from the Sunshine
State. Well balanced starting with #9 ending with a nice selection of US possessions. Mostly medium to lower values with some minor
duplication. We did however spot the occasional higher item scattered about. Condition is mixed so a though examination is suggested.
A real turnkey opportunity.
S.B. 10,000.00
A mind blowing mostly used 1847-1989 collection housed in three Lighthouse albums. Includes both front and Back of the Book issues
as well as airmail (C13-C15) and Federal Ducks. Most better items are used and accompanied by certificates, identified as Scott No.,
certificate type, certificate issue date, certificate, (number). Included are #’s 1-2, 7 APS 1990 (71304), 8A APS 1987 (60910), 12 PFC
1984 (137255), 18 APS 1990 (71302), 19 PFC 1987 (177076), 22 PFC 1984 (138898), 27 PFC 1984 (137588), 31 APS 1986 (60323),
mint 39, 62B PFC 1986 (155837, 64 PFC 1988 (186665), 72b PSE 1991 (17025), 99 APS 1987 (60909), 100 APS 1986 (60324), 112121, 122 PFC 1983 (124946), 137 PSE 1990 (13211), 138 PSE 1990 (13210), 141 PSE 1991 (16350), 144 PSE 1989 (12941, 155, 166,
191, 218, 230-245, 262 PSC 1978 (66634), 263 APS 1981 (44953), 272a, 276-278, 295-292, mint 293, 311-313, mint 315 pair, mint 353
line pair PFC 1977, (61314), used 362 PFC 1987 (183221), used 365 PFC 1989 (217532), mint 385 pair PFC 1986 (156561), mint 386
pair PFC 1982 (111896), mint 387 pair PFC 1988 (193864), mint 394 line pair PFC 1984 (136409), mint 393 pair PFC 1986 (160270),
mint 453 pair APS 1990 (70904), mint 454 pair APS 1990 (70905), mint 458 line pair PFC 1985 (151029), mint 459 pair APS 1987
(61418), mint 461 APS 1987 (60908), 467 error mint block of nine, mint 487 pair PFC 1979 (75589), used 491 pair APS 1993 (85303),
mint 505 error block of nine, used 599-599A line pair PFC 1985 (151030). An absolutely astounding amount of catalog value however
the condition is very mixed so careful viewing is highly recommended.
S.B. 8000.00
An almost overwhelming mostly modern mint collection housed in nine hefty three ring binders. The pre 1950 material is a scattering of
the lightly populated mint and used. The real value lies in the 1990’s to 2016 mint in various forms including singles, booklets, booklet
panes, and sheets, as well as some high face value items and are entombed in plastic mounts. Also included is an identifiable amount
of imperfs here and there. The imperfs are counted as face and $2400.00+ of the reliable $6600.00+ face count are Forevers. Shipping
wieght is 80 lbs., call or email for a rate quote.
Face 6600.00
An exceptional 19th and 20th century mint and used lower to medium price stock on well over sixteen hundred 102 cards from a highly
regarded dealer from the Sunshine State. Meticulously identified and competitively priced with easily digestible duplication. Items are
priced from 25¢ to $35. Condition is much better than normally encountered. Also includes front and Back of the Book and a bit of
Possessions to round out the selection.
S.B. 5000.00
A worthwhile red box stock of mint and used 19th and 20th century commemoratives, regular issues, airmails, B.O.B. from the Sunshine
State. Mostly lower to medium values in very mixed condition. A huge amount of retail offered at today’s prices. A record number 99
images to view if you’re curious. Worth serious consideration.
S.B. 4000.00
A delectable 1847-2017 mint and used collection in fourteen albums. Nice selection of 19th and 20th century front and back of the
Book. Mostly used up to the 1930’s then turns mainly mint. Looks fairly complete after 1960 with loads of face value types including
lots of higher values, some imperfs, etc. The airmails include a set of mint 1930 Zepps and a bit of Confederate States thrown in for a
bonus. Condition is mixed and a real time saver with all the modern present. Shipping weight, 65lbs, call or email for a rate quote.
S.B. 3000.00
Twenty collections mostly in a menagerie of mass produced albums. Some have been moderately picked over and some intact. All have
utility to be mined or sold as separate units at bourses or the internet. Lots of catalog value.
S.B. 2500.00
An impressive old time mostly used collection that hasn’t seen the light of day for over 50 years. We left this astounding group intact as
received as directed by the owners. Virtually complete regular issues and commemoratives up to 1960 minus the absolute scarce items.
There is just a tad bit of airmails and Back of the Book. Condition is quite mixed as collectors of the olden times were not as quality
conscious as today. However there is a ton a real catalog value. What is mint appears to be stuck down, however the used offers the opportunity to be cleaned up. Giving the used a bath and then moving them to a new album and viola, you have a very nice collection.
S.B. 2400.00
A mountainous mass of mostly modern mint covering 1851//2016 in 11 like brand new Scott albums. Mainly complete from the 1960’s
to present in various forms such a singles, blocks, sheets, booklets and booklet panes. Just a bit of airmails and back of the book thrown
in for good measure. A real time saver in acquiring the modern material. Tons and tons of face value to figure because that is where the
rubber meets the road. Shipping weight is 80lbs., call for email for a rate quote.
S.B. 2400.00
An old time mint and used collection hinged into an ancient 1923 Scott album. Well balanced up to the medium values with an occasional
high value item scattered here and there. Includes regular issues, commemoratives, what little airmails there were back then, Back of
the Book, some revenues, and a bit of Confederate States. Condition is mixed as you might expect from this time period. Loads and
loads of catalog offered at today’s prices.
S.B. 2000.00
A truly outstanding United States Christmas seal collection of several hundred items. Includes singles, sheets, booklet panes, imperfs,
progressive die proofs as well as other types of proofs, special printer’s marks, artist signed multiples, dozens of on cover or on picture
postcards which many are tied including WX1-WX2. And what exceptional assembly would be complete without a WX11 as this
rare piece can be found within the first volume. Condition is a bit mixed. A specialized collection that should not be missed.
S.B. 2000.00
Dealer’s stock housed in eleven counter books. Runs from early issues to postage in condition that ranges from low end spacefillers to
nice quality NH. Duplication is minimal and there is enough helpful material to warrant close inspection.
S.B. 1600.00
An unsorted batch of medium grade values and sets in approximately 300 102 size sales cards. Mainly front of the book issues. Good
variety with some useful duplication. Condition mixed.
S.B. 1300.00
Simple and fresh Airmail (includes C13-C15), Special Delivery, Special Handling, Parcel Post, and Parcel Post Postage Due collect
neatly nested on hingeless pages. Condition very mixed, viewing is suggested. A true turnkey collection.
S.B. 1000.00
(728-750) Sixteen different Farley sheet selection. Includes set of National Parks, Mother’s Day, Wisconsin, Chicago, and Byrd. Usual
condition having some foxing and several small tears on some sheets. A Happy Days are Here Again holding.
S.B. 1000.00

232
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A pleasingly plump package of mostly plate blocks. Contains mainly front of the books, some airmails a bit of B.O.B. and Federal
Ducks of medium to higher values. Combination of NH or hinged with very little duplication. There is $1200 alone in face of $5 and
above values in the Ducks. Very clean appearing, condition a bit mixed and an easy lot of figure.
S.B. 950.00
233 / Oddest collection we have seen in a long time. No book or album, instead: the remains of twelve file drawers of unused #10 mailing
envelopes that were at one time organized in Scott catalog order. The envelopes have used, mint, unused ng, mixed mint and used,
or absolutely nothing inside. There are no valuable US stamps included, but much face value in the scrap. Thousands of envelopes,
hundreds of stamps. Our estimate of at least $900.00 face is just a guess. Could be more (likely), could be less (unlikely). Runs from
1847 to 2017, not much before 1975. What face there is could probably fit in a small pizza size box, while the rest takes up the space
of seven large, fairly heavy cartons. Will take a while to break down. A gambler’s lot for sure.
S.B. 800.00
234 / A clunky accumulation of revenues. Includes 1st, 2nd, 3rd, issues, reds, greens, wines, narcotics, consular’s, beers, tax paids, some
states, etc. Condition is all over the board. Lots of sorting, identifying, and reconstituting lays ahead. Great lot for the beginner.
S.B. 750.00
235 // Your typical labor of love massive accumulation loaded in eleven heavy bulbous cartons weighing approximately 400 lbs. Includes a
multi-volume homemade collection starting with the prexies up to around the 1980’s. with each page housing a mint stamp or block or
plate block accompanied along with its FDC brother. Several stock books were also spotted housing cheap used stamps methodically
sorted by Scott plus many completely empty stock books used for ballast. Usable postage scattered about to ease the pain plus a few
supplies to make your job easier. Great for its educational value. Call or email for a shipping rate quote.
S.B. 750.00
236 / A well intended mint and used collection holding 19th and 20th century front and Back of the book. Mostly lower to medium values.
Highlights are a mint Kansas-Nebraska set, White Plains sheet, a Legends error sheet, C1-C6, and a used C15. Condition is quite mixed
so a quick peek is suggested. Good lot for a budding collector.
S.B. 700.00
237 / An uplifting old time mint and used collection/accumulation from the original owner. Includes 19th and 20th century front and back of
the book with several sparklers spotted. Also found a bunch of cheap used and plain old postage going back to the 1930’s. A real mixed
up lot that needs a though investigation.
S.B. 650.00
238 / Four cartons filled with starter or remaindered collections, stocks, counterbooks, stamp show souvenir cards, souvenir pages, subscription albums along with a decent amount of postage to count. A disheveled group with good eBay potential.
S.B. 600.00
239 // A neat and tidy mint and used Federal Duck collection. The RW1 is NH, the RW2 is lightly hinged while the rest are a mixture of NH,
hinged and used. Condition is mixed.
S.B. 500.00
240 / Two volume mint and used commemorative and regular issue collection in Minkus albums ro about the early 2000’s. Just a scattering
of Banknotes, some Bureaus and early commems, Washington-Franklins. Also spotted were early used airmails, and a spot count of
around $300 face types. Condition is very mixed. Easy lot to figure so take a quite looksee.
S.B. 500.00
241 / A wonderful accumulation of airmails and 1920’s-1950’s pair, line pairs and full coils rolls. Mostly lower values. The best of the airmails
is a mint C1 block of four while the best of the coils is a full coil roll of 500 of Scott’s number 846. Condition is mixed and offered for
what it is.
S.B. 500.00
Blk

242 // An enduring floor sweepings lot stuffed into 6 heavy bulbous cartons. Almost entirely US with a lot of postage types and you have to
take the UN that goes with it. Shipping weight is approx. 220 lbs. Call or email for a rate quote.
S.B. 475.00
243

Holding of used U.S. definitives and commemoratives, Scott #11//#787. Neatly sorted and identified in two stockbooks. Moderate duplication. Condition mixed, but many attractive lightly canceled stamps present. Some items might require an expert’s eye for identification.
High catalog value. Ideal for replenishing a dealer’s existing stock or for creating popular used U.S. grab bags.
S.B. 450.00
244 // Consignment remainder mish mash of 19th and 20th century mint and used lower and medium values in an album, binders, and loose
in a pizza box. Most of the value lays in the red American Stamp album where used is the name of the game with an occasional 1861
issues, 90¢ Banknotes and some B.O.B. There is a bit of postage to plow through. Just the right lot to acquire and man up with a new
hingeless album.
S.B. 425.00
245 / Consignment remainder lot from the Sunshine State. Includes a couple elementary collections, a few revenues in a sales books, a used
#1, Recalled Legend sheet, White Plains Sheet, and Imperf Bugs Bunny, a flock of Federal Ducks on License, some Junior Ducks, a
small batch of RN’s, an assembly of fancy cancels, and a bit of postage. Well worth the entertainment value.
S.B. 400.00
246 / A two volume elementary 1867//1997 collection housed in Scott Specialty albums. Very lightly populated into the early 20th century
with the best items are a used 578-579, and a mint White Plains sheet, 834, 1053. Lots a value in the post late 1930’s postage types with
just a bit of Airmails, and Back of the Book. Very neat a clean assembly worthy of serious expansion.
S.B. 400.00
247 / A parallel pedestrian mint and used collection in on White Ace paged in binders and a hingeless Schaubek album with slip case. The
singles group is a combination of used and mint with most of the items being lower values. The plate blocks are mostly 1960’s-1970’s.
There is a bit of Airmails but very little Back of the Book . Condition is mixed. Condensing the two groups into the Scaubek album
would be worthwhile. However, a little re-construction required as the ring assembly has been separated from the binding. Shipping
weight 50 lbs., call or email for a shipping rate quote.
S.B. 400.00
248 / US Duck stamp collection on 16 White Ace pages in black mounts. 1934-1996 complete. All appear to be well centered, mint og, with
quite a few NH after 1940. Gum skips, bends, and other back faults mentioned for accuracy. A ready to go, striking mint addition to any
collection.
S.B. 400.00
249 / An original collection/accumulation offered as received. The two major components are an elementary mint and used collection with
some Ducks and a PNC collection/accumulation of mint and some used in singles, strips of three and on FDC’s. More effort was given
to the PNC’s as we found a wide selection with a few better numbers scattered around. Condition is mixed and a very nice lot for what
it is.
S.B. 400.00
250

(540 x42, 601 x45 lprs., 603 x79 plrs., 687 x80 plrs.) A mini hoard in massive quantities with great investment possibilities.
S.B. 400.00
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251

252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261

(295//550) A sparkling handpicked for quality mint mainly NH accumulation accompanied with several certificates. Items that
include certificates are followed by the type and (certificate number) and in many cases are graded. 295 APS (195633), 328 PFC (553615),
329 PFC (553616), 369 PFC (553626), 373 (553617), 408 vert. plate number pair PFC (552647), 427 PFC (555431), 428 x2, PFC
(550923), (541552), 431 PFC (538987), 441 pair PFC (551650), 443 paste-up strip of three, PFC (527798), 443 single, APS (222872),
452 pair, PFC (556534), 458 single, PFC (543942), 483 horz. pair, PFC (551651), 483 single, PFC (556536), 484 horz. pair x3, PFC
(551652), (551653), (552649), 484 single, PFC (547386), 484 left arrow block of four, PFC (550925), 484 bottom arrow single, PFC
(552648), 486 single, PSE (79885), 495 pair, PFC (551654), 506 PFC (556537), 514 PFC (542698), 518 PFC (543945), 525 bottom
plate number single, PFC (552651), 527 PFC (551656), 528B top plate number single, PFC (536918), 531 PFC (556538), 532 PFC
(542156), 534 upper left sheet margin block, PFC (550928), 536 top margin single, PFC (551657), 548 x2 PFC (550929), 553619),
549 x3 PFC (550930), (55360), (553261), 550 x2 APS (201159), PFC (550931). There are some duplicates of a few items and are all
of alike condition. Not a lot for the faint of heart. Take your time going over this one.
S.B. 350.00
/ A spiffy mint and used accumulation. Includes a 9 pair, a couple of #1’s (one with a 1977 SPA certificate), mint 75 with a 2002 APS
certificate (139441), used 30¢ 1869 issue, seven different Colombians up to the 50¢, #272 and #295 imprint strips of three, and a NH
White Plains sheet. Condition is very mixed. Surely worth a serious look.
S.B. 325.00
/ A bloated bunch of mostly modern 1851//2016 regular issues, commemoratives, with a tiny slash of airmailsand B.O.B. nestled in three
bulbous three ring binder. All the earlier are used. Mainly complete after 1960 with many higher face value and forevers included. A
pen, pad of paper and patience will surely pay off figuring this one. Shipping weight 34lbs., call or email for a rate quote. S.B. 300.00
/ PNC collection/accumulation. None of the premium numbers, just the post office available common numbers up to around 1994.
Plenty of useable and non useable face along with an extensive used group of similar numbers collected from the mail during the same
time period. Needs an exact count of the useable face.
S.B. 250.00
/ A miscellaneous mish mash of mint and used lower to medium value 19th and 20th century with a bit of a plate block skewing. Very
little duplication condition is mixed but better than normally found and a please amount of NH. An easy lot to figure looking for a new
home.
S.B. 160.00

Precancel collection mounted in a pristine 1939 Garden City album. Other than the error section in the back, only a handful of spaces
are empty. A piece of philatelic history in of itself.
S.B. 100.00
/ A sneaky EFO assortment. Includes well over one hundred misperfs, imperfs, ink smears, etc. Would make a cute side show to any
collection.
S.B. 100.00

Precancel collection/accumulation in seven binders from the Prexies to the 1950s. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of stamps organized by cities and towns having beneficial backup. A most useful selection.
S.B. 100.00

A conglomeration of a few dozen EFO’s. Includes misperfs, imperfs, blind perfs, ink smears, miscuts, etc. All items have been photographed. Cute little fun lot to get you started.
S.B. 75.00

A plentiful pile of pretty pre-cancels. This popular assembly easily holds a few thousand pieces. Also includes a respectable grouping
of ancillary material to make a real adventure picking, plucking, and placing this material into a new home.
S.B. 50.00
// A Kim’s floor sweepings extraordinaire encased in 10 very heavy cartons weighing 310lbs. Over 145 images to peruse for your
philatelic pleasure.
S.B. 0.00
/

CONFEDERATE STATES
262

/

A single sales book stock of mixed mint and used from the Sunshine State. Well balanced early and later material of mixed condition
with moderate duplication. Easy lot to figure so take a shot.
S.B. 600.00

HAWAII
263

/

Unique grouping of Hawaiian cut squares, a couple entires, and a few postal reply cards. Includes U6 entire with left edge wrinkles,
U7 full corner, U8 cut square, UY1-UY4 (all have been folded). Condition is quite mixed as the cut squares have HR’s and some thins,
Fine group.
S.B. 150.00

MARSHALL ISLANDS
264



“WWII with tabs” group of over 160 different modern NH stamps stored in two sided black archival stockpages. All are webphotoed.
Hard to get this many different at one time.
S.B. 150.00

PUERTO RICO
265



Semi-official Areovias Nacionales 1938 mint stamps consisting of Sanabria #S1, 3-7 in a pizza size box. Comprises six blocks of ten
plus around 40 extras. Typical topical gum toning.
S.B. 100.00

UNITED NATIONS
266
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Outstanding accumulation of U.N. blocks of four and strips of eight or ten. All with margin inscription. Intact, MNH, VF. Contains 1440
items issued between 1951 and 2011 and essentially complete for that time period. By owner’s count and written inventory, there are 800
blocks and strips from New York, 356 from Geneva, and 286 from Vienna. Everything neatly sorted and labeled. Formidable face value.
Will sparkle in an award-winning display of U.N. philately. Take advantage of this rare opportunity.
Owner’s Cat. 5800.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY

Eye-catching collection of U.N. in two stockbooks, 1951-2010. Much of 2011 and 2012 also included. All three offices present.
Thousands of colorful, creative stamps and souvenir sheets. Almost everything is MNH, F-VF. High catalog value. Buy this lot, transfer the material to a good-quality album, and create a monument to the goals and ideals of worldwide cooperation.
Owner’s Cat. 3200.00
268

Well-organized accumulation of U.N. in a thick stockbook, 1951-2010. Some later issues also included. All three offices present.
W
Appears to be missing airmail stamps. Almost everything is MNH, F-VF. High catalog value. Much topical appeal. Many stamps and
souvenir sheets identified by catalog number. Could form the core of a comprehensive U.N. collection.
Owner’s Cat. 3100.00
269

Gorgeous U.N. compact sheet (M/S) collection. New York, Geneva, and Vienna. MNH, VF. Contains 204 compact sheets issued between 1976 and 2010. Highlights include UNPA and Child M/S of 1976-1979 (8), the Flags of 1980-1989 (40), the H.R. and U.N. Day
of 1983-1987 (12), and much more. Also has the nine large S/S issued in 1995, 1998, and 2000. Some sheets are stored in glassines;
some are mounted on album pages. Owner inventory provided. Great addition to any U.N. collection.
Owner’s Cat. 2800.00
270

Clean and neat U.N. Prestige Booklet holding. Intact, MNH, VF. Contains 45 booklets issued between 1995 and 2010. Except for
the issues of 1995 and 1997, there are no large quantities of these booklets readily available. Strong collector demand reported. Ready
for dealer purchase and easy resale.
Owner’s Cat. 765.00
271 // Comprehensive United Nations accumulation/collection in five cartons. The first two are a comprehensive stock in Scott order in
glassines up through the early 1980s including a handful of #38 souvenir sheets both mint and used. Two other cartons contain new issue purchases from the procurement center, year sets, blocks, FDCs and the like, 1990-2013. The last is a part set of hingeless albums.
Could it be time to build a UN collection?
S.B. 500.00
272 / Large eight carton United Nations hoard. Includes collections in binders, loads of unsorted, loose material and many covers. All
three areas represented with stamps into the early 2000s. Also over 500 US Souvenir pages 1982-1996. Plus over 300 wonderful Gold
Replica covers and a few better items in flip rack pages. Take a look for this one is reserved to go.
S.B. 400.00
267



UNITED NATIONS AND GENERAL FOREIGN
273 // Two cartons of UN remainder collections and stockbooks some going up to 2004 along with poor condition Great Britain covers from
the 1980s. The UN has most of the value. Mixed mint and used with many of the mint modern stuck down with a heavy tongue. A
little Israel, used Japan and unsorted add to the 65 pound bulk.
S.B. 200.00
UNITED STATES AND GENERAL FOREIGN
274

/

275 //

276

/

277

/

278 //
279 //
280 //

281 //
282

/

283 //

Stock of over two hundred thirty souvenir sheets, booklets and large pieces identified and arranged on large sales cards with a few
duplicates. Mostly mint with some NH. some toning or minor flaws spotted, generally F-VF.
Cat. 12,100.00
One man’s collection as received. Accumulated mainly 1972-2000. Thousands and thousands and thousands of mostly used stamps
in splendid duplication mainly soaked from Kiloware and other on paper sources fully filling 14 heavy cartons. Includes a couple dozen
bulging, leaking stockbooks and binders of such, semi organized by year. Best countries in terms of number of stamps are: Germany,
DDR, and Japan. Short period collections on homemade and commercial grade pages are an occasional find. Plenty of covers including
US FDCs, a few first flights, personal correspondence that goes back into the 1940s and some ignorable mint postal stationery, Erstagblatts, and UN first day covers. Probably little power, but so many thousand stamps that the possibilities of sleepers is high. Offered
very reasonably on a per stamp basis.
S.B. 1400.00
Eleven cartons filled with thousands of stamps in mounted collections, stockbooks, glassines and loose. It came as a chaotic mess
and we merely photoed and reboxed. We don’t really know what’s in it but we did spot a lot of U.S. postage so, the person that’s willing
to count it will have the advantage.
S.B. 900.00
Six fairly clean Citation albums holding many thousands of different stamps to about 1980. The United States is the best with the rest
of the contents well balanced. Worth inspection.
S.B. 750.00
A United States and Worldwide Hodge podge of mostly promotional material from the 1980’s. Also includes multi-volume US collection from a well established subscription company. Loads of topical possibilities and plenty of hard core postage to take the sting
out.
S.B. 600.00
Assortment roughly from the early 1900s to the 1980s in ten cartons. Thousands of mixed mint, used stamps, FDCs, and covers in
remaindered albums, stockbooks, small boxes, approval books, glassines, etc. having plentiful of backup. Useful stuff for stuffing bargain
bourse boxes. Just what the doctor ordered for a marketer.
S.B. 550.00
Runoff from the large collection from Central Illinois accumulator. Seven heavy cartons (180 pounds shipping). Highlights include:
a couple dozen binder, folder, and country collections of mainly common stamps, hundreds and hundreds of US FDCs mostly modern
some in duplication, almost two cartons of various subscription items that include “golden replicas”, uncounted usable US postal stationery, and the obligatory UN FDC selection. Check out the extensive web photos.
S.B. 500.00
All the messy unsorted remainders from a large estate collection. Most of the value is in the face US postal stationery and mint scrap
US postage floating along in this five carton job lot. Way too many on paper stamps cut from regular mail in the 1980s. Lots of unsorted
stuff to recycle, repurpose, and rediscover.
S.B. 475.00
Dealer’s stock arranged in sixty-two nearly full to stuffed red boxes of “102” cards. This was assembled over many years with countless hours of breaking down collections and stocks to the last stamp. Mixed mint and used of all lower grade items. Huge number of
stamps ready for resale.
S.B. 400.00
Consignment as received. Includes a two volume plate block collection in Harris albums, a respectable France collection in a Scott
specialty album, UN, British, a touch of PRC, loose worldwide sorted by country in envelopes you can’t see into and more to fill five
cartons.
S.B. 400.00
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284 // Five cartons containing a Citation, a Master Global, nine boxes filled with stamps in glassines just heaped in (similar to the two boxes
photoed) plus various US and worldwide picture postcards and covers. Nothing spotted of great value just a lot of bang for the buck.
S.B. 400.00
285 / Consignment as received consisting of a seven volume Scott International collection with pages to about 1970. The pages are serviceable, the albums mostly falling apart and most of the stamps and value is in the first two. Also, includes a starter U.S. collection,
respectable Germany and Russia collections which came out of the worldwide collection. Have a look you might get a good buy.
S.B. 350.00
286 // Farm fresh remainder lot from a large consignment. Old albums, FDCs (two full egg cartons), France proof pages, some ugly Greek
albums, etc. Just a big pile of left overs. Offered cheaply to attract somebody’s interest?
S.B. 300.00
287 // Selection of mostly binders and cover albums in two cartons. Includes hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps having backup.
Collections comprise a Israel on White Ace pages from 1940 to 1990, an elementary US used on White Ace pages, and a Philippine
mint from 1975 to 1989. Also entail a stockbook binder of Poland, four albums of mainly US FDCs, a wholesale quantity 200 UN
Terracotta Warrior booklets from New York, Geneva, and Vienna Offices plus miscellany. Useful if it can find the right home.
S.B. 250.00
288 / Assortment in one carton. Consists of hundreds and hundreds of mainly common mint and used stamps in a 1940s Scott International
album, a Mexico collection in Scott binder from 1920 to 1945, remaindered folder collections, US, plus miscellany. Nuggets might be
mined from this selection. Inspection necessary
S.B. 220.00
289 // Mint and used collection offered as received. The United Nations is much more complete than the United States, however there is a
sprinkling of sparkling clean medium values scattered here and there. A single International album, an Bicentennial Topical collection
and some postage thrown in for a bonus. An appropriate starter group if there ever was one.
S.B. 150.00
290 / FDC and stamp bonanza from the 1930’s, 1940’s, 1950’s, and 1960’s. Contains approximately 1,000 FDC’s from the glory days of
the U.S. FDC market. Uncacheted or cacheted with designs by familiar names such as Anderson, Art Craft, Boll, Fleetwood, Fluegel,
Staehle, and many more. Minimal duplication. Mostly addressed. Acceptable condition, with occasional toning. Lot also features a box
of worldwide singles, sets, and souvenir sheets. MNH. Everything offered cheaply. Could form the core of a modern U.S. FDC collection and a colorful topical accumulation.
S.B. 100.00
291 // Three hefty cartons of mainly US runnoff from a large dealer cleanout. Lots of FDCs mostly from subscription services. Not so much
good US, A beginner’s Canada collection. A little face to count and perhaps a nugget or two to be rediscovered.
S.B. 100.00
292 / Dealer’s rejects from a large face based collection. Almost anything 18 cents face and up has been removed. What remains is:
around $500.00 face US scrap in envelopes mixed with used, on yanked apart old album pages, loose, in fully remaindered old albums,
etc. Totally uncounted by us with a preponderance of 3-5 centers in blocks and multiples. Some is stuck down by high humidity and
difficult handling. Also includes album collections of Palau, Aland, Micronesia and Marshall Islands where the early books are not
included and any premium (WWII tabs, etc.) have been removed. Four heavy cartons (120 pounds shipping) with lots of empty pages,
useless binders and the like to discard from the low value postage.
S.B. 450.00
293 / An original collection/accumulation and mint and used 19th and 20th century regular issues, commemorative, and a smidge of airmails
hinged and scattered about on stock cards and sales pages. Mainly lower to medium values and an occasional higher value surprise in
different stages of flux. Just a tad of UN and a pretty little pile of US postage thrown in for a bonus. Condition is mixed. A perfect set
up for a budding collector to spread their wings.
S.B. 700.00
294 / A pedestrian mint and used United States and United Nation collection in five binders and a old American Album. Includes regular
issues, commemoratives, some airmails and a bit of the Back of the Book. Mainly lower used values until are Scotts #600 then turns
mostly mint through the 1980’s with a faithful amount of postage types and a surprise here and there. Condition is mixed. Great group
to get started.
S.B. 475.00
295 / A serious elementary collection/accumulation offered as received. More fun than anything else plus postage thrown in to make it
worthwhile.
S.B. 120.00
TOPICALS
296 // Fantastic FDR collection 1939-1970. Almost complete for the period (by the ATA list) in 6 binders of exhibit quality, homemade
pages. Organized alphabetically by country as are the six heavy duty binders of backstock and duplicates that stretch into the 1980s.
The whole bunch is rounded out by three almost full cover binders of extra covers. Three full cartons of topical fun. Perfect for the
budding topicalist ready to exhibit.
S.B. 2400.00
297

Accumulation of Disney sets and souvenir sheets of which most of the value is in the sheets. Wide variety with some duplicates. Everything is NH VF. A popular topic set up for easy processing.
Cat. 2230.00
Comprehensive Europa collection/accumulation 1956 to 2017 in six large cartons from an estate. Thousands and thousands of mint
stamps in full sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and year sets, some in moderate duplication. Most were purchased as new issues and have
been organized chronologically and then alphabetically by country in over thirty three ring binders. The main collection is mint, housed
in five hingeless albums and slipcases; three are Davo and two are Lindner stretching from 1956 to the early 1990s. Mixed in the stock
are other new issue topicals (Live Green, Global Warming, etc.) that help make this lot even more valuable. Exemplary topical collection that could easily become a stock to sell from.
S.B. 1000.00
299 // Three cartons of Space related in seventeen binders and albums from the 1960s to the 1990s. Involves around 1,000 covers mainly
Russian and United States in twelve albums and binders. Also includes worldwide mint, used, and CTO stamps in full sets, singles,
souvenir sheets, and some sheets in the five remaining albums. Well worth the time.
S.B. 500.00
298

/
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Two binders filled with post-2000 stamps and souvenir sheets paying philatelic homage to Ferdinand von Zeppelin and early dirigibles.
Also features material depicting aviation pioneers and contemporary airplanes. Includes issues from Albania, Gambia, Mozambique,
St. Vincent, etc. MNH and attractively mounted onto homemade pages. Ready to be added to your topical collection of air travel milestones.
S.B. 475.00
301 // Odd and unusual group that includes two semi exhibits: “Postal History of Levant” and “Odd Materials, Colors, Shapes and Sizes”.
Plenty of seldom seen or encountered items fused together in logical form. Hundreds of extras in stockbooks add to the value.
S.B. 325.00
300



302 // Two cartons of miscellaneous mainly Space topicals from the 1960s to 1980s. Includes the covers, stamps, subscription items etc.
Miscellany consists of Wizard of Oz, some US postage, US FDCs, and covers from the 1930s to the 1960s and whatever else the collector fancied
S.B. 300.00
303 / A likeable Foreign Christmas Seal collection. Includes mostly Denmark, Sweden, Norway, and Japan. Wide variety of early issues,
progressive proofs, covers, and post cards, etc. Great lot for a basic Christmas Seal collector to spread their wings in the rest of the
world.
S.B. 300.00
304 / Small leftover topical group from a consignment. The four volume Rotary mainly 1955-1985 is best followed by the small US
bicentennial album. The remainders and loose fill a couple of small boxes. Enough value for a short look.
S.B. 200.00
Small two hingeless volume well filled mint Europa collection 1956-1973. Comes with eleven clean, slightly used German well
built stockbooks, mainly empty, that have a high replacement value. A quick look is all you need.
S.B. 200.00
306 // Art topical collection in two Schaubek albums 1970 to 1990 in a medium sized carton. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mint
stamps in full sets, singles, and souvenir sheets in black mounts and annotated in German. Includes illustrative covers to help tell the
story. This collection is a former exhibit which won silver in 1977, 1978, and 1981 at stamps shows in the DDR. Seems to be a concentration of Eastern and Western European stamps. Pretty.
S.B. 200.00
307 // An interesting collection of several dozen Civil War items of philatelic nature along with a considerable amount of ancillary material.
A perfect for a Civil War aficionado.
S.B. 75.00
308

Over three hundred mostly different souvenir sheets, booklets and a few sets. All identified in glassines and envelopes. Very clean,
appears to be all NH F-VF or better.
Cat. 6800.00
305

/

GENERAL FOREIGN
309

/

Collections of mint and used of two popular countries. Vatican City is the focus of the more comprehensive collection. Covers the
years 1929-1979. Almost complete for that time period, including regular issues and BOB. Nice souvenir sheets. Neatly mounted on
Scott specialty pages and carefully identified by Scott catalog number and value. Total recent catalog value by owner, $2,400.00. Israel
is the larger collection, 1998-2010. Plenty of souvenir sheets and special issues. Everything is colorful, bright, and fresh. Lovingly
mounted on Scott specialty pages and identified by Scott catalog number and value. Total recent catalog value by owner, $2,100.00. A
fantastic opportunity to acquire plenty of attractive topical material.
Cat. 4500.00

Tremendous mostly new issue accumulation with a concentration from the 1980s to the 1990s but also having some earlier issues.
Comprises five of our largest cartons having thousands of stamps in full sets, singles, souvenir sheets, booklets, in glassines as well
as some FDCs in fourteen 12 x12 x3 boxes, shoeboxes and one medium carton with UN. Most issues were taken out of their original
mailing envelopes to prepare them for auctioning. A selection worth viewing.
S.B. 2500.00
311 // Bulky part of a large estate that was a last minute arrival. Sixteen heavy cartons containing “the summer house” clean out. Strong
collections and parts of collections that have been separated from their main groups offered elsewhere in this sale. Highlights include:
boxes and cartons of old “new issues” strongest in Scandinavia, Germany, and Israel, covers many better than dollar ones, Better than
intermediate collections of Germany and Israel, individual items and sets he was “working on” some cataloged some not as yet, stockbooks
full and not so, all his unsorted year packs and other new UN sheets and such filling a large carton. A couple of pedestrian US groups
with some postage to count. Lots of this stuff would have made single lots, but the heirs, who long ago ran out of patients dealing with
this unorganized mass, requested we sell it just as delivered. Great unsearched mass that will please most internet recyclers.
S.B. 2500.00
312 / Collections from the 1860s to the 1960s in two cartons. Thousands of mixed mint and used stamps in partial, full sets, and singles
in eleven binders and on album pages. Entails a seven volume worldwide A-Y, two volume Germany and one volume each DDR and
Switzerland plus miscellany. Owner’s older catalog appears to be fairly accurate but does not take into consideration condition or doubtful. Plenty of stamps for your viewing pleasure.
S.B. 2000.00
310

/

313

/

314

/

Few thousand mostly different identified and cataloged on approximately five hundred 102 size sales cards. They are randomly arranged because this was the staging area prior to filing, therefore unpicked. Strong in British colonials, mainly mint og with some NH
and a few used. Also, spotted some dubious or miss identified. Overall fairly clean and beneficial.
S.B. 1500.00
Tantalizing old-time general foreign collection, mainly nineteenth and early twentieth century. MH and used. Mixed condition,
with many stamps appearing F-VF. Lovingly accumulated, organized by country, and neatly mounted on blank quadrilled pages. Most
sets and singles carefully identified by Scott catalog number, with some items requiring an expert’s examination. Includes cancel and
shade varieties. Admirable coverage of a philatelically important time period. Nicely set up for easy processing or expansion.
S.B. 1500.00
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315

/

316

/

317

/

318

/

319

/

320

/

321

/

322

/

323

/

324

/

325

/

Eleven Scott International custom-organized albums from the 1880s to the 1980s in three cartons. Thousands of mixed mint and
used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. Highlights includes used US C13-15, Antigua 21-30, 67-76, Ascension 1-9, Bechuanaland
Protectorate 105-116, Cayman Islands 69-80, 85-96, Egypt M9, Gilbert-Ellice Islands 1-7, Grenada 79-112, Leeward Islands 1-8, and
St. Helena 61-70. The collector had a passion for used stamps and is reflected in this terrific selection. A collector’s holding that should
have a place of honor on your shelves.
S.B. 1500.00
The classic collector’s closet cleanout so he can buy more. Includes A-Z collections, country collections, stocks and stamps sorted
into envelopes. The for mentioned are beginners, picked over, intact or some of all above. Also, of note are couple dozen red boxes and
subscription offerings. Needs inspection because we really didn’t because the collector told us not to.
S.B. 1500.00
An unsorted batch of medium grade values and sets in approximately 400 102 size sales cards. Good variety with some useful duplication. Condition mixed.
S.B. 1200.00
Collections/assortment in eight cartons roughly from the late 19th Century to the 1980s. Contains thousands of mixed mint and used
stamps having plenty of backup in remaindered albums, stockbooks, folders, and small boxes. Includes Germany, Austria, Scandinavia,
Netherlands, and miscellaneous worldwide. One large carton contains envelopes having common stamps but useful for selling by the
box or a nickel table. A thought-provoking offering.
S.B. 1200.00
Over three hundred 102 size sales cards holding mainly $10 to $50 cataloging items from “Ice” to “Mar” countries with issues to the
1960’s yet to be filed into a traveling stock. Primarily complete sets or key values with very little duplication. mainly Europe or the Far
East plus helpful Middle East. A clean group.
S.B. 1000.00
A batch of medium grade values and sets in approximately 350 102 size sales cards. Looks to be all different but it’s hard to tell for
sure as they are unsorted. Includes plenty of British plus Europe along with a few from popular countries like China and French colonies.
Set up for easy resale.
S.B. 950.00
Twenty-five Scotts international albums. At least one full set is present but beyond that it’s hard to tell as there is noticeable duplication
of the pages. The pages run to the late 1980’s and the condition ranges from brand new empty to clean serviceable to one having severe
water damage. The stamps included are both mint and used with several thousand throughout. Huge variety of different but nothing
spotted beyond midgrade. Hours of fun ahead reassembling a set of albums to build a worldwide collection.
S.B. 900.00
Well over three hundred 102 size sales cards holding “Eg” to “Ice” countries with issues to the 1960’s yet to be filed into a traveling
stock. Primarily complete sets or key values with very little duplication. Mainly $10 to $50 cataloging items. Strong in Egypt, Greenland
and Iceland. Condition is above average.
S.B. 800.00
Selection in five cartons. Encompasses hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps having bountiful backup mainly in
albums and binders from the late 19th Century to the 1980s. Includes two Scott Junior albums; one has been rebound and several Scott
Internationals. Plenty of stamps to wet your philatelic taste buds.. Needs your inspection to come up with the right number.
S.B. 700.00
Intermediate general foreign collection, 1840-1955. Thousands of stamps. Mint and used, most F-VF. Singles, as well as complete
and partial sets. Lightly remaindered in spots, some countries missing. Carefully and accurately hinged into old-time seven-volume New
World Wide Postage Stamp Album. Pages and binders are in good condition; pleasant surprises throughout. Perfect for expansion.
S.B. 700.00
Over three hundred 102 size sales cards holding “A” to “East S” countries yet to be sorted into a show stock. Chiefly $10 to $50
cataloging complete sets or key values with issues to the 1960’s and only a little duplication. Strong in Europe and their colonies plus
a batch of China.
S.B. 700.00

Approximately three hundred 102 size sales cards awaiting to be filled into a traveling stock. Includes “N” to “Sar” countries. Primarily sets or key values to the 1960’s with very little duplication. strong in Europe and their colonies. Set up for easy retail.
S.B. 650.00
327 / Five counterbooks containing a few hundred mostly different souvenir sheets. Primarily NH VF. Generally contemporary issues
with good topical content. The stated retail is over $3900 so plenty of room for profits.
S.B. 600.00
328 // Collector’s closet cleanout as received. Includes six cartons containing seventeen serviceable Scott specialty albums. Some are duplicated and some have a bit of mildew. Also, nine 3-ring binders holding a couple thousand stamps mounted on Harris pages, Canada
three volume collection which is basically postage, U.S. FDC’s, obligatory subscription offerings, etc.
S.B. 600.00
329 / Assortment in eight cartons. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps mainly in albums, small boxes, and
glassines. The best nugget is Great Britain face mostly in presentation packs and binders from the 1980s to the 2000s in two of the
cartons. The remainder are excellent candidates for constructing bourse bargain boxes.
S.B. 550.00
330 / Stock of a few hundred mostly different housed on approximately sixty 6-ring sales pages. Medium to better grade stamps from
around the globe but a bit stronger in French colonies and Europe. Mainly F-VF.
S.B. 550.00
331 / Almost three hundred 102 size sales cards holding “Sw” to “V” countries with issues to the 1960’s yet to be filed into a traveling
stock. Primarily complete sets or key values with very little duplication. Mainly $10 to $50 cataloging items. Around half is Sweden
plus likable Switzerland and Turkey . Condition is above average.
S.B. 550.00
332 / An assortment of ten job lots arranged on stockpages. Nice variety of stamps all cataloged up ready to put out on your bourse table.
Take a quick look, you may get a good buy.
S.B. 500.00
333 / Eighteen skinny stockbooks containing a couple thousand mostly mint NH sets and souvenir sheets of a contemporary nature. Looks
to be all different but it’s hard to tell as they are neatly, but randomly spread out. A clean group.
S.B. 500.00
334 / Stock of general foreign sets and singles, A-Z. Includes some items from the nineteenth century, but focuses on basic worldwide
collector’s fare from the post-WWII period. Sorted into 102 cards; clearly identified and valued according to a recent Scott catalog.
Housed in six red boxes. Comprehensive representation of countries. Minimal duplication. Most items F-VF. Perfect for replenishing
a dealer’s inexpensive foreign stock. Worth a quick look.
S.B. 500.00
326

/
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Stock of a few hundred mostly different housed on approximately sixty 6-ring sales pages. Medium to better grade stamps from
around the globe. Mainly F-VF.
S.B. 500.00
336 / Stock of a few hundred mostly different housed on approximately sixty 6-ring sales pages. Medium to better grade stamps from
around the globe but quite strong in Europe. Mainly F-VF.
S.B. 500.00
337 / Five cartons filled with binders and albums. Thousands of mint and used stamps in some cases in huge multiples mainly from various
decades of the 20th Century. Includes three Scott Specialty albums from Japan from 1879 to the early 1990s, US Trust Territories also
to the 1990s and a rudimentary Philippines collection. Also, entails two dirty Senior Statemen albums to the mid-1960s having packet
stamps. A fun searching holding.
S.B. 500.00
338 / Stock of a few hundred mostly different housed on nearly sixty 6-ring sales pages. Medium to better grade stamps from around the
globe but a bit stronger in British and Europe. Mainly F-VF
S.B. 500.00
339 / Old time world collection from classics through 1980 custom organized into six beat up Regent albums. Thousands of stamps. No
Germany and area or Great Britain (offered elsewhere in this sale). Five albums are alphabetical while Chile and Russia make up
another. Mainly packet stamps with an occasional surprise. Along for the ride are two boxes of organized duplicates and “ready to go
in” stamps in old envelopes and a couple of stockbooks. Perfect for the general collector.
S.B. 500.00
340 // Dealer clean out group of long time closet dwellers in four large cartons. Highlights include: stockbooks of cinderellas mainly
revenues mostly German and Swiss, old folder and other single country groups, six red boxes with the remains of an old stock mostly
common, a group of “better” souvenir sheets, and a couple of remaindered world collections . Thousands and thousands of stamps.
Perfect reclamation project.
S.B. 500.00
341 / Seven volume Master Global collection containing several thousand different stamps generally pre 1970 and pages to the late 1980’s.
A couple of the albums are sparsely populated. A few are somewhat better and should be worth $100 or more. Suitable for expansion.
S.B. 500.00
342 / Two cartons filled with a few thousand stamps sorted by country in envelopes, a box of Romania in wholesale quantities, Russia
on stockpages, Germany collections and stocks, etc..
S.B. 475.00
343 / Dealer’s stock spread out in thirty counterbooks. Mostly lower range retail material with an occasional item a bit better. The Canada
and provinces are the most helpful along with Germany and area. The Russia plus all the British colonials are mentionable. Take a look,
you may get a good buy.
S.B. 450.00
344 / Five ancient Scott Junior albums, one of which is pretty useful, three Olympic albums, one of which holds decent Scandinavia and
other Europe and a few thousand stamps sorted by country in envelopes you can’t see into. Easy profits sold as separate units at shows
or the internet.
S.B. 450.00
345 // Four heavy carton remainder lot from the clean out of an old stamper’s stamp desk embracing al the stuff he was working on. A
carton of old “new issues”, contents of the drawers (no supplies offered elsewhere in this sale), some isolated stockbooks, and a few
boxes of stuff from all over his desk. Surprises here and there, but lots of mainly common stamps numbering in the thousands. Enjoyable lot to reorganize.
S.B. 425.00
346 // Dealer closet clean out almost filling two heavy cartons. Highlights include: an intermediate collection of Canada in two volumes
(used Bluenose and wartime dollar values, etc.), British America album with Good Ireland and England coverage, a shoebox of half
dead covers, and a small pile of failed “investment of the month new issues from the late 1970s. Could be fun to recycle.
S.B. 425.00
335

/

347

/

348

/

349

/

350

/

351



352

/

353

/

354

/

Assortment of albums and binders in two cartons. Consists of Scott Specialty albums for Scandinavia, Australia, Great Britain,
White Ace albums for Canada, Ireland etc. plus miscellaneous binders, counter books roughly from the 1880s to 1981. Several albums
are sparse, but others are populated in spots. Viewing necessary to come up with the right number
S.B. 350.00
Small box of left over almost singles from a large estate. Around thirty different items almost all Germany and Belgium related.
Each one has a small fault or defect precluding them from our singles section. Enough value for an in person inspection. S.B. 350.00
Eleven binder collections in three cartons. Involves hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles,
and souvenir sheets on album or homemade pages. The most fascinating is a Mongolia collection to 2011. Also includes elementary
collections from Austria, Denmark, Poland, and seven sparse worldwide.
S.B. 350.00
Small stash of around 450 102 size cards containing the fruits cherry picked from world collections. Each card contains a set or
a single that is cataloged over a long period of time (2010-2015). Catalog values are listed on each card, but no prices have been assigned. Almost all catalog $2-$150 with some dubious high values uncounted in the total. Range from doggy dubious, to surprising
useful. Strongest in the Europe area. Total owner’s catalog of $13,500+ is skewed by early Great Britain. Realistic starting bid makes
this one desirable. Fill up your world collection with value or market them singly on the internet.
S.B. 350.00
Collections in five Scott Specialty albums in one carton. Encompasses Israel from 1948 to 2016 and United Nations having New
York from 1969 to 2016, Geneva from 1969 to 2016, and Vienna from 1979 to 2016. Hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps in full
sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets. Also includes two manila envelopes of issues appearing to go into the albums. Ready for
continuation and completion.
S.B. 350.00
One carton containing three Scott International and one 1924 Junior albums from the 1880s to the 1940s, Hundreds and hundreds of
stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. One of the Internationals and Junior album are fairly populated but the other two are sparse leaving
spaces to be filled. Also includes a small pizza size box having some interesting India folders from around 1954.
S.B. 325.00
Two Scott international albums. One involving C to F countries and the other N to R countries. Both go to the 1970’s with better
France, Eastern Europe and Latin America. A few thousand different stamps total.
S.B. 300.00
Two large cartons containing thousands and thousands of mainly used stamps in multiples and glassines organized roughly from
A-Y in long boxes that have seen better days. Searching might fine some high values lurking among their common buds. Ranges from
the early 1900s to around the 1970s. Paradise come true for the buyer of large qualities.
S.B. 300.00
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Thousands and thousands of common stamps having plenty of backup mainly in small boxes and plastic bags in seven cartons. Beneficial for building bargain bourse box lots or for a nickel table. Have fun cruising through this philatelic holding.
S.B. 300.00
356 / Eight collections or accumulations in albums or stockbooks. The best is a two volume Ireland collection followed by a Canada collection in a Harris album. Also, notable are the Poland, Czechoslovakia and Chile. All priced, most cataloged, set up for easy resale.
S.B. 300.00
357 / One man’s world collection of only coil format stamps in eleven sparsely filled binders on homemade pages. Mainly modern.
Best are the elusive Japan and representative sample of Netherlands syncopated perfs. Along for the ride is a two volume Belgium
precancel album with a couple hundred stamps plus a handful of Japan and Korea tourist sheets of stamps. See the webphotos.
S.B. 260.00
358 / Consignment as received filling three cartons. The highlight is stockbook of bird topicals and a Kennedy collection. Also includes
Neanderthal worldwide collections, useable face from Canada, Great Britain and U.S., packets, about thirty check boxes containing on
and off paper, etc..
S.B. 250.00
359 / Two cartons containing hundreds and hundreds of mainly mint stamps in some sets, singles, multiples, and souvenir sheets in mostly
binders. Entails a remaindered Abraham Lincoln collection, odds and ends that the collector enjoyed plus a wee bit US postage in sheets
from three to thirteen cent flags. A nugget or two might be mined from this holding.
S.B. 250.00
360 / The balance of a high end portion dealer’s stock in two small 6-ring binders. Almost all sets or key values with no duplication. Nearly
all is Belgian colonies, Italian colonies, Ethiopia or Liberia. Overall a clean group.
S.B. 250.00
361 / Collector’s accumulation of his best duplicates and his other ready to mount stamps. Sorted first mint and used (six tubs of each) and
then alphabetically into country groups. Only the collectable stamps in good condition made it here, the others wound up in unsorted
off paper mixes that are not included in this lot. Thousands and thousands of saleable single stamps. Most pre 1990. Duplication is
here, but hard to see. Along for the ride are “higher catalog” similar stuff in four black #1 envelope boxes. Perfect for a nickel table or
a space filler working on a world collection.
S.B. 250.00
362 // A mostly new issue and their corresponding mailing envelopes holding filling one of our largest boxes. Primarily 1970’s through the
1990’s. Strong in Australia as well as other British plus Western Europe and UN. It’s very disheveled therefore, a tough lot to figure.
S.B. 200.00
363

Accumulation of sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and specimens mainly from the 1980s to 2012. Includes Tonga, Niuafo’ou, Libya, Chad,
Equatorial Guinea etc. in qualities. Owner catalog value of $20,000. Topical material having internet potential.
S.B. 200.00
364 // Accumulation of thousands of mixed mint and used stamps having lots of backup in four of our largest cartons. Comprises. shoe,
small boxes, binders, album pages, folders, etc. as well as an assortment of common US and some worldwide commercial covers. Terrific for building box lots and a nickel table.
S.B. 200.00
365 / Medium carton containing hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in glassines, stock, album pages, and #102
sale cards having backup. Runs from various decades of the 20th Century appearing to end in the 1970s. Includes an interesting Algeria
interesting folder of 1950s mainly in blocks of four of an issue having minuscule printing flaws (see photos). Tailor made for constructing profitable small box lots.
S.B. 190.00
366 / Hundreds of Israel event and FDC covers in four jumbo binders from 1949 to the 1960s. Also includes one jumbo binder of mint
stamps with duplication from the 1950s and 1960s. Coming along for the ride is one binder of Vatican covers, souvenir folders, and two
mint sheet files full of 1960s sheets. Offered appropriately.
S.B. 150.00
367 // T
Two cartons containing stamps sorted into envelopes, couple starter collections, FDC’s, commercial covers and best of all some old
Stampazine auction lots. Hours of sorting for the new owner.
S.B. 150.00
368 / Consignment balance in a cigar box. Small accumulation of miscellaneous worldwide sets and singles, along with souvenir sheets
and booklets, from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Items are housed in glassines or on salescards and identified by Scott catalog
number and value. Perfect for bourse sales, internet stock, and box lots.
S.B. 130.00
355

/

AFRICA
369

/

370

/

Fascinating collection of a few hundred different on computer generated pages with issues to the 1990’s. Includes the geographical
area that is now Kenya, mostly mint British colonials as well as German East Africa. Worth taking a good look at this popular slice of
philately.
S.B. 900.00
Clean, exciting accumulation of stamps from newly independent sub-Saharan African countries, late 1950’s to 1990’s. Singles, sets,
and souvenir sheets. Mint and CTO. Colorful, creative, and topical. Features issues from Burundi, Cameroun, Chad, Congo, Guinea,
Katanga, Madagascar, Mali, Mauritania, South Kasai, Togo, Upper Volta, etc. Regular postage stamps and BOB, including more elusive
airmails and postage dues. Stamps are in glassines, on stockpages, and mounted onto homemade pages. Needs an enthusiastic, knowledgeable hand to create order and structure. Will yield an impressive collection ready for continuation.
S.B. 700.00

ASIA
371

/

372

/
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High end portion of a dealer’s stock arranged on small salespages. Includes around ten different countries with Japan the best followed
by a good selection of Korea, Thailand, Pakistan and China. Nearly all complete sets or key values. Only a handful of used with much
NH and a minimal amount of duplicates. Condition overall is good.
S.B. 650.00
Remaindered Asian collections of mint and used on homemade pages in two binders and a box. Singles and sets. Mostly F-VF. Emphasis on Indonesia, Mongolia, and (North) Vietnam. Includes some material from miscellaneous small countries in the region. Early
to late twentieth century. Many stamps identified by Scott catalog number. Ready to be transferred to appropriate albums or suitable for
dealer mystery boxes. Abundance of fun, colorful, topical material.
S.B. 350.00

BALTIC
373

/

374

/

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY
High end portion of a dealer’s stock arranged in a small 6-ring salesbook. Basically all complete sets or key values. Around eight
countries involved noting that Yugoslavia has by far the most value although, Albania, Greece and Serbia should be noted. Helpful and
clean.
S.B. 350.00
Small holding of singles and sets from various Baltic states. Housed in like-new salespages. MNH, MH, and used. F-VF. Each item
marked with Scott catalogue number and recent catalogue value and selling price. Easy lot to view and make a bid.
S.B. 300.00

BENELUX
375



376



Fastidious collection of stamps from Belgium, Netherlands, and their colonies. Nineteenth century to early 1960’s. All used and F-VF,
with a mix of city-date cancels, favor cancels, and CTO. Hinged onto Scott specialty pages with care and accuracy. High catalogue
value. A delight to view!
S.B. 750.00
Immaculate holding compiled with knowledge and care. Fairly full collections of Belgium and colonies, Netherlands and colonies,
and Luxembourg. Nineteenth century to 1960. F-VF used stamps hinged onto Scott specialty pages in a clean binder. Mainly missing
the more elusive stamps. Perfect for expansion.
S.B. 450.00

BRITISH
377

/

Box of Old and New. Over 150 all-different mint and used singles and sets stripped out of a British Commonwealth collection and
placed into 102 sales cards. Each card is marked with country name, Scott catalog number and value, and a brief description of condition. Stamps are MNH, mint og., and used. Values range from $5.00 to $360.00. Plenty of classics and colorful, fun topical material.
See scans for a quick overview of the various items. Nice clean lot of very saleable material.
Cat. 6200.00

378



379



380

/

High end stock of mostly mint sets with much NH from the KGV to early QEII period. Appears to be all different and very clean. Not
to be missed.
S.B. 2800.00
Little Red Box of Delicacies and Delights. Approximately 400 all-different mint singles stripped out of an advanced British Commonwealth collection and placed into 102 sales cards. Each card is marked with country name, Scott catalog number and value, and a
brief description of condition. Stamps are mint og. Values range from $1.00 to $275.00. See scans for a few highlights of this lot. Nice
clean assemblage of very saleable material.
S.B. 2400.00
Twenty-eight black stockcards holding medium to better grade values and sets. All different, mostly mint, strongest in Canada. Beneficial to the bourse dealer, ebayer or collector.
S.B. 2300.00

381



382



383

/

384
385
386
387
388

High Tea, Anyone? British area extravaganza in three binders. The first binder contains singles and sets from Great Britain, 1857-1976.
MNH, mint og., and used. F-VF. Some stamps are identified by a Scott catalog number which may require verification. Many popular
topical issues. The second binder has several extended sets issued by the British Commonwealth of Nations, including Silver Jubilee,
Coronation (King George VI), Silver Wedding, Universal Postal Union, University, and Coronation (Queen Elizabeth II). As units,
mostly complete. The third binder houses further sets, including West Indies Federation, Freedom from Hunger, Red Cross Centenary,
Shakespeare, International Telecommunication Union, International Cooperation Year, Churchill Memorial, Royal Visit, World Cup
Soccer, WHO Headquarters, and Silver Wedding, 1972. As units, mostly complete. All three binders have stamps neatly displayed. A
clean lot with plenty of potential for collectors and dealers.
S.B. 900.00
Tried-and-True Friends from the British Commonwealth. 60 all-different mint singles and sets placed onto sales cards. Each card is
marked with country name, Scott catalog number and value, and a brief description of condition. Stamps are MNH and mint og. Values
range from $3.25 to $273.75. Emphasis on familiar and beloved material from the glory days of British Area philately. See scans for a
quick overview of the various items. Well worth checking out.
S.B. 850.00
Accumulation of mainly Great Britain and colonies from the 1870s to the 1980s in one carton. Encompasses hundred and hundreds
of mixed mint and used stamps having useful backup. Includes a stockbook filled with GB, 1977 Silver Jubilee White Ace album of
Silver Jubilee 1937, 1953 Coronation sets, a Christmas Island collection on album pages, and miscellaneous on stock, album pages,
and sales cards in two pizza size boxes. Viewing highly recommended.
S.B. 800.00

Fascinating Cyprus collection in a Scott Specialty album from 1880 to 1993. Involves hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps
in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. From 1928 to end contain all mint stamps. Highlights includes mint #114-123. Also
entails a pedestrian Ireland collection from 1922 to 1971 having extras in several envelopes.
S.B. 750.00
/ Dream Big! Advanced beginner’s collection of British Colonies, A-Z. Housed in five very clean Scott specialty albums. Thousands
of singles and sets have been mounted or hinged onto pages covering the nineteenth century to the late 1980’s, but there is still room
for thousands and thousands more. Much catalog value already present. Ready for purchase and expansion.
S.B. 500.00

New issues chiefly from the 1970’s and 1980’s. The uncounted face value from Canada and Great Britain is the bed rock of this one.
So, start counting.
S.B. 200.00
/ Medium carton encompassing hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in glassines, stock, pages, and #102 sale cards
having useful backup. Mostly modern having a concentration from the 1960s to 1980s consisting of a range of colonies as well as from
Britain. Entails a Guyana folder collection from 1966 to 1992. Opening bid priced to tempt you. Can you resist?
S.B. 200.00
// Small accumulation of locals and cinderellas mostly from Herm Island. Includes sheets, covers and sets. Could be a nice addition to
a collector of this obscure area.
S.B. 100.00
/
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/

Exciting treasure hunter’s delight of British Area material in three binders and one stack of loose pages. One binder focuses on
India, 1854-2003. Coverage of the later years is at times spotty, but many singles and sets from the pre-1970 period are present. MNH,
mint og., and used; regular postage stamps and BOB. Many surprises await. A second binder contains issues from New Zealand, 1880’s
to 2000. MNH, mint og., and used; regular postage stamps and BOB. Strong coverage for many years. A third binder focuses on the
South Pacific region, with singles and sets from Norfolk Island, Fiji, Cocos Island, Gilbert and Ellice Islands, and Papua New Guinea.
A colorful, exotic selection of stamps from the late nineteenth century to 2000. A large stack of pages features stamps from Grenada,
late nineteenth century to last decades of the twentieth century. MNH, mint og., and used; regular postage stamps and BOB. Filled with
appealing topical issues. Overall, the lot is somewhat disorganized and confusing, but it has loads of value and potential. Take a look.
S.B. 550.00

BRITISH OCEANIA
390

/

Cook Islands, Penrhyn, Tokelau, Niue, Aitutaki, and Christmas Islands collections in six binders from 1892 to around 2010. Involves hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets mostly on Scott pages.
Always popular as topicals, these collections would be a great addition to your worldwide assortment.
S.B. 500.00

BRITISH SOUTH ATLANTIC
391



All mint collections of Ascension Island and Tristan da Cunha. Early 1950’s to mid-1980’s. The Ascension Island collection focuses
on 1953-1986. Mounted on stockpages. Includes Scott #62-74 (MNH) and #75-88 (mint og.). Also included are numerous sets and
some souvenir sheets between #89 and #316. MNH and mint og. Owner’s catalog, $500.00. The Tristan da Cunha collection covers
1952-1986. Largely complete for that time period. Mounted in a hingeless Davo album with slipcase. Scott #1-12 are hinged; most
other material is MNH. Almost complete for the time period. Owner’s catalog, $800.00. Colorful and topical. Take a trip to the South
Atlantic!
Cat. abt. 1300.00

EASTERN EUROPE
392

/

393

/

394

/

High end portion of a dealer’s stock arranged in two small 6-ring salesbooks. Runs from the classics to the 1950’s and comprises
of pretty much all complete sets or key values with very little duplication. strongest in Russia and Romania plus notable Hungary and
Poland. Also, mentionable for some more obscure countries like Eastern Silesia and Danzig. Everything is well identified and cleaner
than most.
S.B. 1100.00
Fresh, desirable singles and sets from a dealer’s Eastern European mint and used stock. Includes definitives, commemoratives, and
BOB. Mainly pre-1940. Primarily material from Russia and Bulgaria. F-VF. Stock displayed on salespages and identified by Scott
catalogue number and value. Minimal duplication. Clean lot of saleable material.
S.B. 650.00
Two collections from Eastern Europe, twentieth century. Both with stamps and souvenir sheets hinged onto clean Scott specialty pages
and housed in slightly worn binders. First collection focuses on Poland, 1918-1986. Mint og, used, and CTO. Mainly F-VF. High level
of completion, but missing some of the more elusive stamps. Second collection features Russia, 1918-1969. Primarily used and CTO.
F-VF. Large number of stamps, but many sets before 1958 are incomplete, missing the key value. Both collections offer a rich source
of topical material; either could serve as the beginning of an exciting new collecting endeavor.
S.B. 300.00

EUROPE
395 // Liechtenstein and Switzerland in six heavy cartons containing: new issues (3 cartons) 1975-1990, most are on FDCs and used as CTO
singles and around 30% mint in blocks; two cartons of FDCs from both countries in 22 sparsely filled cover albums; A fairly complete Liechtenstein collection in a stockbook of mixed mint and used plus an old remainder collection on European pages. Highlights
include: CTO #115, 131, C7-C8, etc.; Switzerland collection in stockbooks with heavy duplication, but including mint #226 x2, strong
used classics and much, much more. Needs in person inspection as our extensive webphotos only scratch the surface of this valuable
holding.
S.B. 2200.00
396 / Unassuming European holding, nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Mint and used, singles and sets. Lightly remaindered. Housed
in six notebooks of homemade pages and one small carton with additional homemade pages. Most items identified by Scott catalog
number. Emphasis on Belgium, Germany, Italy, Monaco, and Yugoslavia. Includes regular issues and BOB. Condition is mixed, but
many attractive, sound stamps present. Many surprises throughout the lot, high catalog value overall. Needs a new home. Suitable for
replenishing a dealer’s common and intermediate stock in these countries, for stamp club swap-and-shop sessions, or for an energetic
collector new to European philately.
S.B. 1000.00
397



398
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Stock of Italian occupation of Austria in a 6-ring sales book. Incudes around a hundred mostly different better issues mostly listed
after Austria. Condition overall is pretty good.
S.B. 900.00
Do-it-yourself-project. Includes six Scott specialty albums (France—1 vol., Germany and area—3 vols., Luxembourg and Scandinavia—1 vol., and Switzerland—1 vol.), most with stamps and souvenir sheets already neatly and accurately hinged onto clean pages; all
binders in excellent condition. Nineteenth century to early 1960’s. All material used, with city-date cancels, favor cancels, and CTO. Also
features two binders of stamps roughly organized by country and ready to be placed into the various albums. High catalogue value, with
many surprises. In one easy purchase, you can be well on your way to acquiring strong collections of popular European countries.
S.B. 700.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY

399

/

Collections in twelve Scott Specialty albums and one binder from the late 19th Century to the mid-1990s in three cartons. Hundreds
and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets. Involves France and colonies,
Germany, DDR, Scandinavia, Switzerland and Russia. Some albums are somewhat sparsely populated and remaindered but still plenty
of stamps to wet your whistle.
S.B. 550.00

400

/

401

/

Remainder lot from Three Generations Estate. Better than usual organization and value. Features strong folders of Germany, Luxemburg, and Italy, with good amounts of Belgium, Netherlands, Denmark, and Vatican City; also contains miscellaneous mixed country
stockbooks. Minimal duplication. Material runs from late 1800s to 1960s. Condition mixed but many attractive sound stamps present.
Could fill many holes in a worldwide collection or could be easily incorporated into a dealer’s stock.
S.B. 400.00
Basic stock of stamps from Western European countries, late 19th century to 1950’s and later. Roughly sorted in glassines by country and Scott catalogue number. Includes surprises. Especially heavy in Belgium with a strong representation of Germany and states,
Scandinavia, Netherlands with some colonies, and Great Britain. Varying amounts of duplication. Also includes bundle ware. Pickings
throughout and worth viewing.
S.B. 400.00

MIDDLE EAST
402

/

High end portion of a dealer’s stock arranged in two small 6-ring binders. Almost all mint with very little duplication. Primarily
complete sets or key values. Includes about a dozen different countries with Iran and Saudi Arabia holding the most value but also,
likable Hatay, Jordan and Iraq. Looks to be all F-VF.
S.B. 600.00

SCANDINAVIA
403



404

/

405

/

406



407

/

408

/

Admirable collection of Denmark, Finland, Greenland, and Iceland, along with Karelia (issued under Finnish occupation) and Danish
West Indies. Nineteenth century to early 1960’s. All used and F-VF, with a mix of city-date cancels, favor cancels, and CTO. Hinged
onto Scott specialty pages with care and accuracy. High catalogue value. Perfect for further expansion!
S.B. 1050.00
Strong start for a comprehensive Scandinavian collection. Denmark, Norway, Sweden. MNH, MH, and used, hinged or mounted on
quadrilled and Scott specialty pages, in serviceable binders. Nineteenth century to late twentieth century, with some stamps after 2000.
Singles and complete sets in mixed condition. Includes a noteworthy folder accumulation of Danish West Indies. Suitable for further
expansion or appropriate for incorporation into a dealer’s stock.
S.B. 800.00
High end portion of a dealer’s stock arranged in two small 6-ring binders. More used than mint with very little duplication. Incudes
in approximate order of value Greenland, Norway, Danish West Indies, Finland, Faroe Islands and Denmark. Mostly complete sets or
key values, well identified and cleaner than normal.
S.B. 650.00
Clean, well-organized collection of Norway and Sweden. Nineteenth century to 1964. All used and F-VF, with a mix of city-date
cancels, favor cancels, and CTO. Hinged onto Scott specialty pages with care and accuracy. High catalogue value. Suitable for further
expansion!
S.B. 450.00
Better singles and sets from Scandinavian countries. MNH, Mint og, used. F-VF. Includes items from Denmark, Finland, Iceland,
Norway, and Sweden. Stamps are housed in “102” size sales cards and identified by Scott catalog number and price. Highlights include
Denmark #131 (used), B3-5 (MNH); Finland #19-19a (used), 23 (used), 44-45 (used), 46-56 (used); and Iceland #152-163 (used), 240245 (used). Ready to fill holes in a collection or transfer to a dealer’s stock.
S.B. 300.00
Full carton of Scandinavian booklets. Mostly Sweden with a stockbook of Norway. Hundreds and hundreds of complete unexploded
booklets mainly contemporary. Moderate duplication. Huge face value. Clean and well taken care of.
S.B. 250.00

WESTERN EUROPE
409

/

Collections in six Scott Specialty and one Minkus albums roughly from the 1860s to the late 1960s. Encompasses hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in partial, full sets, and singles. Includes Italy, France, Netherlands and Colonies, Luxembourg,
Belgium, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Finland, Greenland, and Iceland. Owner’s older catalog appears to be fairly accurate but does
not take into consideration condition or doubtful. Inspection necessary to come up with the correct number.
S.B. 1000.00

410

/

High end portion of a dealer’s stock arranged in three small 6-ring salesbooks. Runs from the classics to the 1950’s (a few later)
and comprises of pretty much all complete sets or key values with very little duplication. Includes nine different countries in which
Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Monaco and San Marino hold the lions share of the value. Chiefly mint with quite a bit of NH. Condition
is well above average.
S.B. 1000.00

ANDORRA-FRENCH
411

/

Mostly mint collection of French Andorra, 1931-1993. Carefully mounted onto clean pages in a Scott specialty album. Stamps are
MNH or mint og. F-VF. Includes regular postage stamps and BOB. Among the best sets are Scott #1-22, 23-63A, 85-123, 124-142,
C1-14, J9-15, and J32-41. Nearly complete for the time period. Hard to find at this level of sophistication. Fresh, colorful, and out-ofthe-ordinary. Ready for expansion.
Cat. abt. 4400.00
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AUSTRALIA
412

/

Collection in three clean Scott Specialty albums from 1913 to 2010. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full,
partial sets, singles, souvenir sheets, booklet panes, and booklets. Also inlcludes AAT. Value is in the postage; so bring your calculating
skills. A nice collection worth your attention.
S.B. 700.00

AUSTRIA
413

/

Large, clean Austrian holding, 1850-1990’s. Mixed mint and used. Housed in two hingeless albums, one stockbook, one notebook of
homemade pages, and one worn Scott specialty album. Light duplication, with some stamps present in mint and used form. Includes
regular issues and extensive BOB. Condition is occasionally mixed, but many attractive, sound stamps present. Nearly complete for
time period, missing only the most elusive stamps. High catalog value. Needs the firm hand of a knowledgeable, enthusiastic collector
to provide structure to a somewhat disorganized accumulation.
S.B. 350.00

AUSTRIA LOMBARDY-VENETIA
414

/

Collection of mint and used Austria, Lombardy-Venetia, Offices in the Turkish Empire, and stamps issued under Italian occupation.
1850-1990. Rather complete for the time period, missing mainly the most elusive stamps. Includes definitives, and commemoratives.
Condition mixed, but many attractive sound stamps present. Carefully mounted on clean Scott specialty pages and neatly identified by
Scott catalogue number and value. Attractive holding with a high catalogue value.
S.B. 600.00

415

/

Comprehensive collection of mint and used Austria and areas, 1850-1970. Includes regular postage and BOB. Many, many desirable
singles and complete sets, but missing some of the more elusive stamps. Also contains selected philatelic covers. All material mounted
on Scott specialty pages. Approximately 85% complete. Occasional foxing on album pages, but stamps and covers are in clear mounts
and do not seem to be adversely affected. Would make an enviable intermediate collection for the time period if transferred to a new
album. Owner-generated inventory available on website. Perfect for expansion.
S.B. 350.00

AZORES
416

/

Mounted collection of over a couple hundred mostly different on Scott specialty pages. Mainly used early. Then, at the turn of the
century becomes almost all mint. Easy to figure so, a quick look will do.
S.B. 375.00

BAHAMAS
417



Wholesale group of QEII period. Half the value is in 150 copies of 704. The rest is key values out of sets. NH F-VF or better throughout.
Cat. 3900.00

BELGIUM
418 // Four Scott Specialty Albums holding an almost complete collection of Belgium semipostal issues and related covers 1910-1995 from
the “Three Generations” estate. Wonderfully complete as received and compiled. Monstrous catalog value. Interesting display of varieties accurately cataloged. Dozens and dozens of covers all related to the postal history of Belgium. Includes a conglomeration of mint
(mostly hinged) and used in parallel. Includes 98% of all Scott issues (mint) including overprints and perfins not usually encountered.
Specialized throughout in wonderful duplication, diverse in all ways possible (paper types, watermark varieties, pairs and multiples,
and rate usages. Offered intact as it would be shame to lose the knowledge of the presentation. Although there are copious webphotos,
these lots should not be missed during an in person inspection.
S.B. 5000.00
419 // Three Scott Specialty Albums holding a collection of Belgium regular issues and related covers 1689-1921 from the “Three Generations” estate. Wonderfully complete as received. Monstrous catalog value. Interesting display of varieties accurately cataloged. Dozens and dozens of covers all related to the postal history of Belgium. Includes a conglomeration of mint (mostly hinged) and used in
parallel. Includes 98% of all Scott issues (mint) including Specialized Leopolds in wonderful duplication, diverse in all ways possible
(paper types, watermark varieties, pairs and multiples, and rate usages), Specialized 1875-1878 Leopold II issues with #39, 39a (some
with certs) in marvelous duplication as a study. This description only scratches the surface of this outstanding holding put together by
three experienced philatelists over many years protected under difficult circumstances. Offered intact as it would be shame to lose the
knowledge of the presentation. These lots should not be missed during an in person inspection.
S.B. 4500.00
420 // Phenomenal “Collecting Belgium Stamps: The Impact of World War I” exhibit from the Belgian in the Carolinas estate. This former
Large Silver Medal winner comprises two binders, some oversized exhibit pages, and one binder of extras. This exhibit offers several
areas of collecting Belgian material during this period. Where possible mint, used stamps, covers, postal stationery, and postcards form
the basic subject matter, generally in chronological order. Dubious material form part of the exhibit and are presented for study. An
outstanding, one of a kind exhibit which you should not waffle on. Viewing highly recommended.
S.B. 4000.00
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421

/

422

/

423



Collection of 1849-2005 mint and used Belgium. Includes regular issues and BOB. Appears to be complete for the time period, with
many desirable singles, sets, and souvenir sheets. Carefully mounted on Scott specialty pages, housed in two like-new binders, and
accurately identified by Scott catalog number and value. Memorable for the collector’s philatelic knowledge and attention to detail.
S.B. 1600.00
Back-up remainder original collection/accumulation from the Belgian in the Carolinas estate in one carton. Thousands of mixed mint
and used stamps having purposeful backup in several albums of which some are heavily foxed, a stockbook, and album pages in folders
roughly from the 1870s to the 1970s. Belgian specialists might want to take note to view here. An out of this world sight selection from
a three generational collection that many parts survived German occupation in two world wars.
S.B. 1000.00
Impressive old-style, original 19th Century collection in a Schaubek album from the Belgian in the Carolinas estate. Hundreds and
hundreds of Proofs and Essays appearing to be organized by denomination, shades and colors. Examination required as most pages have
foxing as well as some of the stamps. An incredible collection that you might not surface again in decades. From a three generational
collection that survived German occupation in two world wars.
S.B. 1000.00

424 // Phenomenal advertising labels (Pubs) collection in a Scott Specialty from the 1920s to the 1940s from the Belgian in the Carolinas
estate. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of parallel mint and used stamps in pairs, blocks of four, booklet panes, and multiples organized
nicely on pages with some commercial covers throughout. While the scans show the variety, they do not do this collection justice. Slow,
careful viewing recommended to fully appreciate the awesomeness of this holding. From a three generational collection that survived
German occupation in two world wars.
S.B. 900.00
425 // Regular issues collection in three Scott Specialty albums from 1947 to 2000 from the Belgian in the Carolinas estate. Includes hundreds
and hundreds of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles as well as mainly commercial covers scattered throughout. An
action-packed collection loaded with contemporary issues.
S.B. 600.00
426 // Back of the Book really cool collection in two Scott Specialty albums from the 1880s to 1987 from the Belgian in the Carolinas estate.
Involves hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in mainly full sets, some partial sets, and singles as well as mostly
airmail covers. Includes parcel post, newspaper, military, railroad, and airmail issues. Contains cancellations, color, shade, and perforate
varieties. An unusual offering of material that isn’t seen so comprehensive. From an incredible three generational collection that survived
German occupation in two world wars.
S.B. 600.00
427 // Wonderful Back of the Book collection in a Scott Specialty album from the 1880s to 1973 from the Belgian in the Carolinas estate.
Hundreds and hundreds of mint and some used stamps mostly in full sets, singles, souvenir sheets as well as some interesting postal
history covers. Encompasses Express, Postage Dues, Private Issues, and Erinophile. Includes some unusual material. From a three
generational collection that survived German occupation in two world wars.
S.B. 500.00
428 / Backstock assortment in four stockbooks roughly from the 1880s to the 1980s from the Belgian in the Carolinas estate. Thousands
of mixed mint and used stamps and souvenir sheets having plenty of backup. Good for searching for cancellations and varieties. An
original holding that might be just for you.
S.B. 500.00
429

/

430

/

Stockbook containing a few thousand revenues. Mainly used with duplication which lends itself to cancel varieties. Includes revenue
stamped paper, import tax, fiscal, credit, bills of exchange, foreign affairs, etc. Runs from the mid 19th century to 1960’s up to the higher
face values. Good lot for the specialist.
S.B. 300.00
Pre-cancel collection in an old Schaubek album from the 1894 to 1956 from the Belgian in the Carolinas estate. Includes hundreds of
mainly used stamps on quadrille pages organized sequentially having concentration from the beginning to 1938 as well as useful backup.
An out of sight offering from a three generational collection that survived German occupation in two world wars.
S.B. 250.00

BELGIUM AND BELGIAN CONGO
431

/

432

/

Noteworthy, attractive holding of mint and used Belgium, Belgium Congo, and Democratic Republic of the Congo—1849-1972. Appears to be nearly complete for the time period, with many desirable singles, sets, and souvenir sheets. Carefully arranged in a premium
stockbook and ready for an easy transfer to the specialty album of your choice. Inspect and enjoy.
S.B. 2300.00
Collection of a few thousand mostly different in two Scott official albums up to the mid 1970’s. Overall much more used than mint
with all the earlies used. Some better mint sets in the semis to consider. Condition about averaged. A good bread and butter offering.
S.B. 500.00

BELGIAN COLONIES
433

/

Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundi collection in a Scott Specialty album from 1886 to 1960 from the Belgian in the Carolinas estate.
Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial set, singles, and souvenir sheets. Also includes a binder of extras
coming along for the ride. A super holding worth viewing.
S.B. 550.00

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVENIA
434

/

Small holding of singles and sets from Bosnia-Herzegovina. Housed in like-new salespages. MNH, MH, and used. F-VF. Each item
marked with Scott catalogue number and recent catalogue value and selling price. Easy lot to view and make a bid.
S.B. 450.00
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BULGARIA
435

/

Comprehensive two-volume collection of mint and used stamps 1879-1982 Bulgaria. Includes regular issues and BOB. Beautifully
mounted on computer-generated pages, identified by Scott catalog number and value, and housed in two binders. Missing only the most
elusive stamps and a few modern sets. Tells the colorful story of Bulgaria’s contributions to world civilization.
S.B. 800.00

CANADA
436



437

/

438

/

439

/

440



441

/

442

/

Large, valuable stock of Canada, nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Includes Scott #4//1170, B1//B12, C1-C9, CE1-CE3, CO1-CO2,
E1-E11, F1-F2, J1//J40, MR1-MR7, and O1//O49. Neatly sorted into clearly marked glassines and valued according to a recent catalog.
Catalog number is in pencil; count and value, in marker. Varying amounts of reasonable duplication. Most items F-VF. Ideal for hunting
for cancels and varieties, replenishing a dealer’s advanced early Canadian stock, or completing a collection of the time period, with
backup for trading and reselling. Viewing recommended.
Cat. 60,000.00
Fresh, attractive high-end portion of a dealer’s Canadian mint stock. Includes definitives, commemoratives, and BOB. Late nineteenth century to 1950’s. Stock neatly displayed on like-new salescards in two binders and identified by Scott catalogue number. The
2019 catalogue value for the lot is $17,900.00. Great opportunity for an internet or bourse dealer.
Cat. 17,900.00
Exemplary collection of Canada, 1852-1981. MNH, mint og, and used. Most stamps, F-VF. Skillfully mounted onto White Ace specialty pages and housed in a three-ring binder. Almost complete for the time period, encompassing regular postage stamps and BOB.
Excellent representation of the classics, including the Province issues, the Large Queens, and the Small Queens, all with lovely, bright
colors and attractive margins and perforations. Early commemorative, definitive, airmail, postage due, special delivery, and registration
stamps are equally noteworthy and desirable. From 1912 to the 1980’s, all issues appear to be present, with the majority MNH. Special
attention paid to centering throughout the collection. Does not include air post semi-official stamps or issues from the various Canadian
provinces. View the many scans for specific highlights. Seldom offered in this quality and ready for expansion.
S.B. 2600.00
Chiefly 20th century stock housed in two 6-ring sales books. Includes little accumulation lots along with better grade sets and singles.
A bread and butter group.
S.B. 1500.00
Canadian extravaganza. Mainly used singles and sets from all periods of Canadian philately. Placed into stockbooks, hinged onto
homemade album pages, shoved into glassines, and sometimes falling out of stockpages in file folders. Often disorganized, but not dirty
or damaged. Much duplication. Also includes two stockbooks of desirable mint and used nineteenth and early twentieth century material. Condition throughout the lot is mixed, but many attractive, sound stamps present. High catalog value. Small box of general foreign
stamps thrown in for additional fun. Perfect for filling holes in an existing collection of Canada and developing a study of cancels and
printing varieties. Worth exploring.
S.B. 1500.00
Attention, lovers of postally used stamps! Appealing collection of primarily used Canadian stamps, 1859-2000. Includes regular postage stamps and BOB. Mounted or hinged onto Scott pages and housed in a three-ring binder. Most stamps F-VF; many pages packed
with attractive, neatly canceled items. High level of completion, missing only the most elusive stamps. No air post semi-official stamps
or issues from Canadian provinces. See the scans for an indication of the collection’s desirability. Worth a thorough viewing.
S.B. 1000.00
Accumulation from the 1899s to the 1980s in one carton. Consists of thousands of mainly mint stamps having a concentration from
the 1960s to the 1980s in full sets, singles, souvenir, full sheets, and booklets. Also includes a basic collection in a Scott album to the
1970s. Grab a chair and order some poutine while you count all the postage
S.B. 400.00

CANADA AND PROVINCES
443

/

444

/

445

/

446

/

447

/
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Stock of approximately three hundred, fifty “102” size sales cards. Includes both mint and used with a much higher average value
than usual. The used classics are likable for the many Beavers, 1859 issues, Large and Small Queen, dollar value Jubilees and more. The
mint are notable for the early 20th century regulars, dollar values and officials. The provinces are most notable for the Newfoundland.
Condition is a bit above average, helpful duplication, offered appropriately.
Cat. 90,000.00
Visit our friends to the north! Comprehensive intermediate collection, 1851-1953. Perfect for expansion. Carefully hinged on homemade pages. Primarily used stamps with light, unobtrusive cancels. Some MH. Missing mainly the more elusive stamps. Condition is
above average in early issues and F-VF afterwards. Worth a look.
Cat. 6700.00
Collection of a few thousand different to 2012 in a very clean Scott specialty album. Starts all used to the Jubilees then mostly used
through the Admiral coils followed by almost all mint becoming NH. Newfoundland dominates the provinces which again starts mixed
mint and used becoming all mint. Condition overall is better than average.
S.B. 2100.00
Scott Specialty album from 1859 to 1990. Hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. Highlights
includes mint #50-58, 162-177, 193-203, and F3 NG. Has enough face to end to tempt you. Also involves mint BC #7. Entails a stuffed
glassine box of miscellaneous used and gobs of face in blocks.
S.B. 500.00
Diamond in the rough 1850’s-1980’s Canada and its various provinces in five binders. A mint sheet file with items from Canada and
Newfoundland, and a grouping of stock pages and loose sheets with issues from Newfoundland. mint and used. Condition mixed, but
many attractive, sound stamps present. Plenty of surprises. High catalog value. Reasonable duplication. Could serve as the basis for a
comprehensive collection of the area or be used to replenish an existing dealer’s stock. Take a look.
S.B. 450.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY
CANADIAN PROVINCES
448

/

Several hundred arranged on about thirty old Elbe stockpages. Includes mint and used with moderate duplication which is beneficial
to the specialist for shade and cancel hunting. Approximately 80% of the value is in the Newfoundland. Condition mixed in spots but
much fresh Fine or better throughout. Many evenings of entertainment await the winning bidder.
S.B. 2400.00

CHINA
449

/

All the good China from a large consignment. Mixed mint and used, but mainly sets. Some NH mixed in with the used and the og.
Most over $30.00 cat. with a few up into the hundreds. Light duplication. Some beautiful souvenir sheets along with old China, too.
Lots of internet or dealer stock value here.
Cat. 5800.00

450

/

Over twenty better values, sets, souvenir sheets and booklets on sales cards ready for resale. Starts with the 1885 Imperial Dragons
and run to 1995 PRC issues. All but the Dragons are NH. All F-VF or better.
Cat. 2277.00

451



Stock of almost all mint. Mostly NH values and sets. Starts with the 1909 Temple issue and runs to just passed the Millennium. Only
one duplicate as mint/used (the only used). F-VF throughout.
Cat. 2157.00

452

/

Mixed ROC and PRC assortment from the early 1900s to the 1990s in three cartons. Thousands of mint and used stamps having
joyful backup in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Includes four black boxes having roughly 2,000 #102 cards, two albums
from PRC with appears to be show souvenir sheet labels from the 1980s to 1990s, and several binders of interesting stamps on albums
pages. Also entails a small box of mainly mint in glassines, a medium box of miscellany and several PRC souvenir sheets that appear
to be dubious. A worthy holding for viewing.
S.B. 650.00

453

/

China, China, and More China! Sixteen stockbooks, stockpages, and loose pages covering many phases and aspects of Chinese philately, post-WWII to 1990’s. Especially strong in Republic of China. Thousands of stamps await the discerning eye of a knowledgeable
treasure hunter. Material is clean, undamaged, but jumbled up and only partially sorted. No obvious rarities, but plenty of desirable
topical material and definitive sets. Moderate duplication on some issues, but mostly one or two of any given stamp. Buy the lot, build
a good intermediate collection, and trade the duplicates with fellow Sinophiles.
S.B. 300.00

PEOPLES REPUBLIC OF CHINA
454



(1320//3486) A seldom seen fairly modern stock of lower value mint. All sets with some moderate duplication. All appear to be NH,
very clean and ready to go.
S.B. 3000.00

455

/

Stock of a few dozen 6-ring salespages housing mint and used better sets and singles. Starts with the first issue and run to the mid
1980’s plus some “L” numbers. All F-VF or superior.
Cat. 2988.00

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
456

/

Collection of a couple thousand in two old Schaubek albums to the late 1960’s along with a small remaindered 3-ring notebook. Tucked
away for many years ago this holds potential with the Hradcanys, Chain Breakers, Masaryks of the 1920’s, se-tenants and semipostals.
Worth close inspection.
S.B. 450.00

DANZIG
457 // Outstanding old-style collection from 1920 to 1939 in a German published Arkel album from the Belgian in the Carolinas estate.
Entails hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in mainly full sets, singles, souvenir sheets, BOB as well as commercial covers
scattered on pages. Highlights include used perfined #47. Also interesting extras are included having cancellation, number, color, and
perforate varieties. Most pages have foxing. An incredible three generational collection that survived German occupation in two world
wars.
S.B. 600.00
ETHIOPIA
458



Accumulation of roughly 50 mint stamps from 1917 to the 1930s on stock pages in a pizza size box. Offers the Ethiopian or worldwide
collector an opportunity to search for varieties or to fill in holes in their collection.
S.B. 50.00

FAROE ISLANDS
459



Outstanding appears complete collection from 1975 to 2010 in a Therkel Christensen album. Hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps
in full set, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets. Has blank pages to 2013 making this a tempting lot for completion.
S.B. 500.00
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FIJI
460

/

Useful mint and used collection of Fiji, 1871-1966. Singles and sets; regular postage stamps and BOB. Condition of early issues mixed,
but many attractive, sound stamps present, especially post-1900. Neatly hinged on worn Scott specialty pages, some stamps with Scott
catalog number and value written below. A perfect first step in forming a collection of this desirable country. Offered at a tempting
suggested bid.
S.B. 270.00

FIUME
461 // Postal history and stamps from 1918 to 1924 former sixteen-page exhibit in a pizza size box. Includes mint and used full sets, singles,
and covers. Includes possible dubious issues. An offering that a specialist will really crave.
S.B. 290.00
FRANCE
462 // Collection/accumulation in two Scott Specialty albums from the 1850s to 1981 from the Belgian in the Carolinas estate. Involves
hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial set, and singles having useful backup. Postal history is sprinkled
throughout the collection. Searching might reveal shade, cancellation, and color varieties. An interesting collection for the francophile.
S.B. 500.00
FRANCE AND COLONIES
463

/

Assortment of over 125 mint and used stamps on three stock pages and six old auction pages from the classic period to the 1990s.
Around 100 are from France, Reunion, Guadeloupe, Martinique, and St Pierre et Miquelon and the remainder are French imperforate
NH sets B615-620 B649-654, B656-661, B664-660, and 2030-2034.
S.B. 190.00

FRENCH COLONIES
464

/

465

/

466



467

/

468



469



470



471

/
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Impressive collection of French areas, including Castellorizo, Chad, Cilicia, Comoro Islands, Dahomey, Diego-Suarez, and French
Colonies, late nineteenth century to 1970’s. Singles, many complete sets, and occasional short sets. Mint og and MNH. Eye-popping
colors and images. F-VF. Some stamps may require an expert’s eye for full appreciation. Mounted on homemade pages and housed in
a three-ring binder. Hard to acquire in such depth and breadth. Should appeal to collectors and dealers.
S.B. 1800.00
Expansive collection of Senegal, Senegambia and Niger, Somali Coast, Syria, and Togo, late nineteenth century to 1960’s. Singles,
many complete sets, and occasional short sets. Mint og, MNH, and used. F-VF. Amassed by a connoisseur of the area and featuring
annotated examples of forgeries. Mounted on homemade pages and housed in a three-ring binder. Admirable in its attention to detail.
Specialists, take note.
S.B. 1000.00
Engaging collection of Chad, Senegal, French Guiana, and French Guinea, late nineteenth century to 1940’s. Most of the value is in
French Guiana and French Guinea. Singles, many complete sets, and occasional short sets. Mint og and MNH. Fresh and eye-catching.
F-VF. Mounted on homemade pages and housed in a three-ring binder. Not often found in such quantity and quality. Of interest to collectors and dealers.
S.B. 950.00
Powerful collection of Madagascar and Martinique, late nineteenth century to 1940’s. Singles, many complete sets, and occasional
short sets. Mint og, MNH, and used. Clean and sharp. F-VF. Amassed by a connoisseur of the area and featuring annotated examples
of forgeries and printing varieties. Mounted on homemade pages and housed in a three-ring binder. Noteworthy compilation. Purchase
this lot and acquire bragging rights at the next meeting of your local stamp club.
S.B. 900.00
Exquisite collection of French Sudan, French West Africa, Gabon, Grand Comoro, and Guadeloupe--late nineteenth century to 1950’s.
Singles, sets, and souvenir sheets; regular postage stamps and BOB. Well filled for the time period. Overall F-VF. Some early issues
identified as forgeries. Neatly mounted on computer generated pages and housed in a three-ring binder, each page with catalog values
in pencil. Highlights include French Sudan #7//18; French West Africa #17-35, #36-54; Gabon #16-32, #33-48, #49-71; Grand Comoro
#1-19; and Guadeloupe #1-2, #3//11. Colorful, well designed, and culturally significant. Take a look.
S.B. 850.00
All-mint collection of French colonies (T-U). Features Tunisia, 1888-1954; Ubangi-Shari, 1924-1928; Upper Senegal and Niger,
1906-1917; and Upper Volta, 1920-1928. Tunisia represents 90% of the value. Numerous singles and sets, all neatly mounted onto
computer-generated pages and housed in a three-ring binder. Missing only some of the most elusive stamps. Highlights include Tunisia
Scott #1-8, 9//27, 29-57, 74//113D, 213//228 imperf., B1-11, B12-19, B20-36, and B54-73; Upper Senegal and Niger Scott #1-17. A
desirable grouping of attractive material seldom found in this quantity.
S.B. 800.00
Engaging collection of French Congo and French Equatorial Africa, late nineteenth century to early 1950’s. Most of the value is in
French Equatorial Africa. Sets and singles. Mint og and MNH. F-VF. Mounted on homemade pages and housed in a three-ring binder.
Includes a few stamped commemorative cards. Seldom found in such quantity and quality. Ready to add to an existing collection of the
area and period or to offer for quick sale.
S.B. 550.00
Better singles and sets from assorted French colonies. MNH, Mint og, and used. F-VF. Includes pre- and post-independence items
from wide-ranging countries and territories, such as Ivory Coast, Morocco, Algeria, Cilicia, French Polynesia, and French West Africa.
Stamps are housed in “102” sales cards and identified by Scott catalog number and price. Colorful, topical, and collectable. Nicely set
up for easy processing.
S.B. 280.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY
472

/

Small French Offices group of a couple hundred different stamps on Scott Specialty pages. Almost all is offices in China 1894-1939,
mixed mint and used with many better to be rediscovered. Also includes a small group of German offices, too. One small pizza sized
box.
S.B. 220.00

FRENCH COLONIES, OFFICES, AND TERRITORIES
473

/

Strong dealer’s stock of French areas. Better singles and sets (no short sets). Includes definitives and commemoratives, as well as
BOB. Various time periods represented, with an emphasis on pre-1950 items. All stamps housed in clean salespages; neatly identified
by Scott catalogue number and value; organized alphabetically by colony, office or territory; and arranged in four binders. F.S.A.T. is
especially noteworthy. Minimal duplication. Desirable material from a popular collecting field.
S.B. 1400.00

FRENCH POLYNESIA
474 / Collection of a few hundred different arranged on black stockpages with issues to the mid 1980’s. primarily mint, all hinged to
the early 1960’s then, appears to be all NH to the end. Other than the earlies it’s all complete sets. F-VF or better throughout.
S.B. 425.00
GERMAN STATES
475 // Two albums with the German States collection 1849-1922 from the “Three Generations” estate. As received. Strong throughout.
Includes: All States in great detail, North German Confederation, and Heligoland. Parallel mint and used in places. Many varieties
in shades, watermark, and paper. A true specialist’s collection started when the stamps were available at the post offices. Many: rare
stamps, dozens of better than usual covers supporting the stamps, certificates of a few of the scarce. Do yourself a favor and view this
once in a lifetime opportunity. Check out the webphotos.
S.B. 6000.00
476

/

All the German States singles accumulated as duplicates and for cancels ancillary to a large Germans States collection offered in
our last sale. Huge catalog value. Mixed condition. Covers the range of all the states with many strong values. Valuable to the variety
collector and cancel searcher. Good variety. Needs inspection.
S.B. 550.00

GERMANY
Y
477 // One album of Germany and airmails 1923-1945 from the “Three Generations” estate. As received. Includes a conglomeration of mint
(mostly hinged), used in parallel, and a few dozen covers for illustration. Includes 98% of all Scott issues including most of the Zeppelin
issues, substantial specialized inflation, and at least nine Zeppelin covers. The Scott Specialty Album shows some wear, and foxing and
toning show its age on several pages. Would break down easily into internet single page lots. Offered intact as accumulated.
S.B. 2000.00
478 // One album of Germany regular issues 1872-1922 from the “Three Generations” estate. As received. Includes: specialized Eagles
and Shields with mint, used and varieties, covers that show usages, specialized Germania, #65 mint in two types, #65A, and all sorts
of fly specs in the early inflation period. Very desirable group. Offered intact.
S.B. 1800.00
479

/

One album of Germany semipostals 1919-1945 from the “Three Generations” estate. As received. Includes a conglomeration of mint
(mostly hinged), used in parallel, and a few dozen sets covers for illustration. Includes 98% of all Scott issues including all three early
souvenir sheets Album shows some wear and foxing and toning show its age on several pages and stamps. Would break down into a
plethora of internet single lots. Offered intact.
S.B. 1300.00

Memorable German collection, 1933-1945. MNH, mint og, and used. F-VF. Housed in like-new Sieger hingeless album. Almost
complete for the album. Wonderful examples of regular postage stamps and BOB from the Third Reich, including souvenir sheets.
Most sets are either mint or postally used. Seldom any “gemischte Pickles.” Beautiful examples of the 1933 Chicago Zeppelin set,
the 1933 Winter Relief souvenir sheet, and the 1935 OSTROPA souvenir sheet. See extensive scans for many highlights. Ready to be
supplemented with printing varieties, postal history items, photos, and assorted ephemera in order to form an award-winning collection
or exhibit of distinction.
S.B. 900.00
481 // One album of Germany Berlin 1946-1990 from the “Three Generations” estate. As received. Includes a conglomeration of mint
(mostly hinged), used in parallel, and a few dozen covers for illustration. Includes 98% of all Scott issues (mint) including the Bears
souvenir sheet, black overprints, red overprints, bells, and semipostals. The Scott Album shows some wear and foxing and toning show
its age on several pages. Desirable intact collection.
S.B. 900.00
482 // Interesting collection in four Scott Specialty albums from 1946 to 2000 from the Belgian in the Carolinas estate. Comprises hundreds
and hundreds of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles as well as mostly commercial covers integrated throughout. An
original collector’s collection just waiting to go home with you.
S.B. 650.00
480

/

GERMANY AND AREA
483

/

Mint and used stock of a few hundred mostly different in a 6-ring sales book. The value primarily lies in the “areas” with especially
helpful colonials. An unpicked group as this was the staging area before sorting into stock. Worth inspection.
S.B. 900.00
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484

/

485

/

486



487

/

488

/

489

/

490

/

Out of sight collection in a Scott International album from 1920 to 1944 from the Belgian in the Carolinas estate. Encompasses
hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. The backup consists of cancellations, color, shade, and
perforate varieties making this a tempting selection for the specialist. Includes Allenstein, Marienwerder, Memel, General Government,
etc. A terrific offering from a three generational collection that survived German occupation in two world wars.
S.B. 1350.00
Diamond in the rough. Comprehensive German collection, with backup, 1851-2014. MNH, mint og, and used. Condition mixed, but
many attractive, sound stamps present. Housed in five worn Minkus albums and four stockbooks; hinged onto loose sheets. Albums
contain thousands and thousands of singles and sets, with many pages well filled; album for East Germany appears to be virtually complete. Many surprises present throughout the holding. Stockbooks and loose sheets have large amounts of duplication. High catalog value
overall. Ready for a patient, energetic collector to organize the copious amounts of material into an admirable advanced intermediate
collection. Duplicates can be used for trading or flyspecking. Worth exploring.
S.B. 1000.00
Well-presented collection of stamps from Germany, German states, German colonies, German protectorates, and occupied areas.
Nineteenth century to 1964. All used and F-VF, with a mix of city-date cancels, favor cancels, and CTO. Hinged onto Scott specialty
pages with care and accuracy. High catalogue value. Ready for further expansion!
S.B. 800.00
Three-volume intermediate collection of mint and used Germany, former German States, territories, and colonies—1849-1977.
Mounted in a clean Minkus specialty album, with additional stamps housed in two like-new hingeless albums. Singles and sets from all
periods of German philately, including a strong representation of stamps from the Third Reich. Some pages more complete than others.
High catalog value. Ideal for expansion.
S.B. 600.00
Post WWII Germany and area collection in hingeless albums. Embraces a three volume Federal Republic through 1990, a fairly
complete Berlin collection from the overprints through 1990, and a two volume DDR 1972-2000. Mixed mint and used with a focus
on mint. Lots of high ticket items in complete sets to be rediscovered in this well organized east to figure lot. See the webphotos for
more highlights.
S.B. 475.00
Remainder lot from the Three Generations Estate. Four stockbooks and one album of German area material. Includes MNH, MH, and
used stamps from Germany, 1872-1990s, along with issues from various German states. Roughly organized with reasonable duplication.
Pickings throughout and worth viewing.
S.B. 325.00
Small group of around fifty items, mainly sets, singles, and part sets, from all over Germany. Many have faults that precluded them
from our singles section. Lots of dubious and mis described. Enough value for a small lot that surely will need personal inspection for
an educated bid.
S.B. 240.00

GERMAN OFFICES AND OCCUPATION
491 // One album of German Offices and Occupation of Belgium 1990-1920 from the “Three Generations” estate. As received. Includes a
conglomeration of mint (mostly hinged), used in parallel, and a few dozen amazing period covers for illustration. Includes terrific Offices in China, Offices in Turkey, and specialized Occupations of Belgium. Most interesting are the inclusion of family correspondence
covers as focus for the collection. Would fit right in to anyone’s collection as an upgrade. Offered intact.
S.B. 2200.00
EAST GERMANY
492

/

493

/

494



Three Generations Estate. Exemplary East German collection formed with knowledge and flair. Nine-volume assemblage, neatly hinged
and mounted on Scott specialty pages and homemade pages. 1949-1990. Includes definitives, commemoratives, airmails, and official
stamps. No semipostal issues. MNH, MH, and used with clear cancels. F-VF. Supplemented with philatelic and commercial covers.
Five stockbooks featuring mint and used backup of most issues. Catalogue value sure to be quite high. A rare opportunity to acquire a
showpiece holding.
S.B. 1400.00
From the Three Generations Estate with an exciting focus on early East Germany. Collection in two parts. First section has a large number
of pages of stamps issued under Russian occupation. MNH, MH, and used issues of Berlin-Brandenburg, Mecklenburg-Vorpommern,
Thuringia, Saxony Province, West Saxony, and East Saxony, 1945-1949. Contains philatelic and commercial covers. Includes Soviet
Occupation Zone overprints with attention paid to printing varieties. Also features two commemorative cards with a 1945 Christmas
Relief sheet. Second section features an almost complete holding of East German semipostals, 1949-1990. Includes mint and used
stamps, along with FDCs, event covers, and commercial covers. Inspection recommended.
S.B. 750.00
Gigantic all-mint collection of East Germany, 1949-1989. Carefully hinged or mounted onto clean pages in a Scott specialty album.
Stamps are MNH or mint og. F-VF. Among the best sets are Scott #54-57A, 58-67, 82-84, 122-136, 155-171, and 187-204. Includes a
large number of stamps, booklet panes, and souvenir sheets. Focuses on regular postage stamps; no BOB present. Nearly complete for
the time period. Ready for expansion.
S.B. 600.00

GREAT BRITAIN
(See also Lot 204 )
495 / Phenomenal old-style collection from 1840 to 1937 in a German published Arkel album from the Belgian in the Carolinas estate. Hundreds and hundreds of mainly used stamps plus interesting BOB having useful backup. Highlights include two #1, one each #2, 75, 123,
124, and mint 209. Searching might reveal cancellation, number, color, and perforate varieties. Most pages have foxing. Coming along
for the ride is a section of Ireland. An incredible three generational collection that survived German occupation in two world wars.
S.B. 1500.00
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496

/

497



498



499

/

500



501



A batch of medium grade values and sets in approximately 450102 size sales cards. looks to be all different but it’s hard to tell for sure
as they are unsorted. Includes mainly British. Many mint sets with some NH. Set up for easy resale.
S.B. 900.00
Accumulation from 1968 to 1992 in six medium size pizza boxes in one carton. Contains mainly postage in thousands of stamps in
full, partial sets, singles, and booklets. Includes lots and lots of Machins as the collector has a passion for this issue. Also includes a few
nuggets. Plan some time to view to have a jolly good time.
S.B. 750.00
Assortment of over 1,500 used stamps from #3/20 having an unverified owner’s catalog value of $19,000+ on two-sided black stock
pages. About 20% are on paper. Great opportunity for plating or for cancels.
S.B. 750.00
The remnants of an old specialized collection consisting of Penny Reds on four quadrille pages, a Penny Black tied on cover by a red
Maltese Cross cancel and a #7 on a folded letter to P.E.I. A helpful little group.
S.B. 325.00
Machin mint se-tenant assortment in six stockbooks in a medium carton. Owner’s catalog value of $1,500. Super for filling in those
holes in your Machin collection and then recycling the rest.
S.B. 150.00
Collection in two Scott Specialty albums and slipcases. First album sparse and second album virtually empty but having pages to 2012
The best is the used #1-4. Also entails a stockbook of used.
S.B. 130.00

GREAT BRITAIN (GUERNSEY)
502

/

Attractive collection of Guernsey, 1941-2016. Includes definitives, commemoratives, and BOB. Appears to be complete for time period.
Carefully mounted on a mix of clean Scott and Novus Debut specialty album pages and identified by Scott catalogue number and value.
Colorful and fresh.
Cat. 2850.00

GREAT BRITAIN (JERSEY)
503

/

Delightfully colorful, fun Jersey collection. Covers the years 1941-2017. Almost complete for that time period, including regular issues
and BOB. Many different types of miniature sheets, souvenir sheets, and booklets. Neatly mounted on Scott or Minkus specialty pages
and carefully identified by Scott catalog number and value. Owner’s recent total catalog value, $5,600.00. Contains three pages of local
issues from Lundy Islands as a bonus. A rich source of topical material and an eye-catching guide to British culture and history.
Cat. 5600.00

GREAT BRITAIN AND COLONIES
504

/

Nine collections in eight Scott Specialty albums and one binder from the late 19th Century to the mid-1990s in two cartons. Comprises
hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets. Includes Great Britain
Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Ireland, and some Oceania. Some albums are somewhat remaindered but still plenty of useful postage
to count.
S.B. 600.00

GREAT BRITAIN (ISLE OF MAN)
505



Wow! Gorgeous, fresh collection of Isle of Man, 1958-2017. MNH, F-VF. Neatly mounted on Scott specialty pages and housed in two
three-ring binders. A monument to collector love and dedication. Most items are identified by Scott catalog number and recent value.
Loads of material, from the stately issues of the late 1950’s to the playful, topical, appealing singles and sets of contemporary times. No
expense was spared. Lot contains stamps, souvenir sheets, miniature sheets, booklet pages, and commemorative full-page extravaganzas.
Catalog value is high. Offered at tempting initial bid.
Cat. 6500.00

506 /FDC No-muss-no-fuss holding of Isle of Man in three parts, 1973-1999. First part is a neatly mounted collection in two Lindner hingeless
albums. MNH, F-VF. Part two features two cover albums of specially prepared FDC’s, with postmarks between 1974 and 1991. Part
three is a small box of assorted issues from Isle of Man and various countries of the British Commonwealth. Also has some assorted
foreign stamps. Overall--loads of material, including stamps, souvenir sheets, miniature sheets, booklet pages, and covers. Take a look
at this colorful lot from a popular collecting area.
S.B. 300.00
GREAT BRITAIN-OFFICES IN AFRICA
507



Attractive mint collection of Great Britain Offices Abroad--Africa, 1942-1951. Mint og, F-VF. Middle East Forces #1-13, J1-5, Eritrea
#1-33, J1-10, Somalia #1-31, Tripolitania #1-33, J1-10. Neatly mounted on Scott specialty pages. Nice clean lot of saleable material.
Cat. abt. 1130.00

CHANNEL ISLANDS
508



Collections in six Scott Specialty albums in two cartons. Comprises Jersey from 1958 to 2016, Isle of Man from 1993 to 2016, Guernsey
from 1948 to 2016 and Alderney from 1983 to 2016. Appears to be over 95% complete having hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps
in full sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets. Also includes a manila envelope of issues not in the albums. Nicely mounted ready
for continuation and completion.
S.B. 550.00
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GREECE AND AREA
509

/

Noteworthy collection of Greece, Corfu, Crete, Ionian Islands, and Thrace. 1861-1960. Rather complete for the time period, missing
mainly the most elusive stamps. Includes definitives, commemoratives, and BOB. Condition mixed, but many attractive sound stamps
present. Carefully mounted on clean Scott specialty pages and neatly identified by Scott catalogue number and value. High catalogue
value, but some stamps require an expert’s evaluation. Seldom offered in this depth.
S.B. 2000.00

510

/

Useful dealer’s stock of Greece and areas. Better singles and sets (no short sets). Includes a variety of mainly pre-1960 definitives
and commemoratives, as well as BOB. All items housed in clean salespages, grouped in two binders, and neatly identified by Scott
catalogue number and value. Minimal duplication. Note especially the elusive overprints in binder #2.
S.B. 1500.00

GREENLAND
511 // Phenomenal nearly complete collection in two Therkel Christensen albums from 1938 to 2009. Hundreds and hundreds of mainly
mint stamps in full sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets, strong BOB and around a dozen covers. Highlights entail mint #10-18,
19-27, 22a-27a, Q1-6, Q7a-Q9 and used 19-27 on FDC. Also includes a binder of miscellaneous interesting items and a small box of
sale cards extras. A terrific collection that should not be missed.
S.B. 1200.00
HELIGOLAND
512

/

Small hoard of classic Heligoland stamps in a small pizza sized box. Just over 100, some in large multiples. All look like reprints to
us. The value is in theier plating potential given the number of large blocks. See the webphotos.
S.B. 100.00

HUNGARY
513 // One man’s lifetime accumulation/collection of Hungary in eight binders from the very first issues (few) to around 1985. Weak in the
classics. Strongest in the airmails and regular issues of the 1950s through the 1970s, with even a handful of Hungarian Zeppelin flight
covers and imperforate pairs. Moderate to excessive duplication giving rise to a huge aggerate catalog value. Includes the starts of
a couple specialized groups on homemade pages that have been remaindered or broken down sometime in the past. Could use a new
caretaker to reassemble this hoard into a viable intermediate collection.
S.B. 2200.00
514

/

Outstanding exhibit style Hungary collection 1850-1874 on expensive home made pages in two Scott new style Albums. Begins with
stampless covers and folded letters showing different rates and destinations. Proceeds with the stamps up through 1874 with plenty of
shades and other differences. These extensive classics are well illustrated with exemplary covers that show rates, cancels, and usages.
Beautiful example of a knowledgeable collector’s life’s work.
S.B. 1200.00

515

/

516

/

An interesting collection with a specialized flavor. Includes basic material with many better sets and souvenir sheets to 1960 along
with in depth 1871/1872 Franz Josefs and late 19th century St. Stephen Crown issues, interesting covers, a dozen pages of 1870/1880
documentary stamps, plus prolific “1N’s” through “11N’s”. Useful duplication within and between the five albums to enjoy. Sure to
interest the specialist.
S.B. 1200.00
Attractive two-volume collection of Hungary, 1871-1989. Well filled for the time period, including regular issues and BOB. Contains
many souvenir sheets and sheetlets. Neatly mounted on Scott specialty pages and identified by Scott catalog number and value. At times
lacking the more elusive stamps. Some items require an expert’s examination. Owner’s recent total catalog value, $7,800.00. Ready for
continuation. Worth a good look.
S.B. 500.00

517

/

Comprehensive collection of Hungary, 1871-1963. Includes regular postage and BOB. Many, many desirable singles and complete
sets, but missing some of the more elusive stamps and lightly remaindered. Mint og and used. F-VF. All material hinged onto somewhat
worn Schaubek pages. Stamps identified with Scott catalog number and value. Would make an attractive collection for the time period
if transferred to an appropriate specialty album. Perfect for expansion.
S.B. 450.00

518 // Occupation overprints and Local Issues from 1918 to 1921 former forty-eight page exhibit in a pizza size box. Includes mint and
used full sets, singles, covers, and postal stationery. Areas involve Szeged, French Occupation of Arad, Serbian Occupation of Baranya,
Serbian, Romania Occupation of Temesvar, Hungarian Occupation of Lajtabansag etc. An unusual offering that a specialist in this area
will really desire.
S.B. 270.00
519 // Small group of revenues and other back of the book in mainly used singles in a couple of stockbooks (hundreds). Best is the large
size binder of turn of the last century revenues on documents (35).
S.B. 160.00
ICELAND
520

/
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The high end portion of a dealer’s stock housed in a small 6-ring binder. Mostly complete sets or key values. Much more mint than
used, well identified with minimal duplication. Runs from the 2nd issues to about 1950. Very clean throughout.
S.B. 475.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY

INDONESIA


Comprehensive all-mint collection of Indonesia, 1949-1990. Neatly and accurately hinged onto Minkus specialty pages and blank
pages. Contains so-called “Austrian printings” of 1949. Nearly complete from 1950-1990, including many elusive singles and sets, with
over 70 different souvenir sheets from the time period. Strong representation of issues from Riau Islands and West Irian. Delightful
window into Indonesian history and culture. Perfect for expansion.
Cat. abt. 5000.00

/

Noteworthy mint and used collection of Iran, 1871-1975. Singles and sets; regular postage stamps and BOB. Almost complete for the
time period. Condition is mixed on some of the nineteenth-century stamps, with a number of the 1871-1926 issues requiring an expert’s
eye for proper evaluation, but there are many attractive, sound, genuine stamps present, especially in the post-1929 period. Neatly housed
in a deluxe stockbook. A strong holding in a popular area. Well worth a long, careful view by a specialist.
S.B. 700.00

521

IRAN
522

IRELAND
523

/

Stock of around five hundred “102” size sales cards containing mint or used key values or complete set up to 2016. A few duplicates
but mostly different. Clean throughout with much NH.
Cat. 5480.00

ISRAEL
524

/

Tempting collection of Israel, 1948-1996. Mostly MNH. Missing only the most elusive items. High catalog value. Housed in three
like-new hingeless Lighthouse albums with slipcases. Perfect for completion and display.
S.B. 700.00

ITALY AND AREAS
525

/

About a stockbook and a half chuck full of several thousand with issues to the early 1990’s. Substantial duplication but balanced and not
ridiculous. A lot of ways to go with this one to reap substantial profits as the stated catalog value is over $29,000.
S.B. 700.00

ITALIAN AREAS
526

/

Small salesbook with a few dozen pages of better retail items from mostly various colonies plus a small stockbook of San Marino.
About 60% of the value lies in the first mentioned. Overall only a few duplicates and condition is mainly F-VF.
Cat. 5500.00

ITALIAN COLONIES


Attractive used accumulation of Italian colonies--Libya, 1930-1938. F-VF. Singles and sets; regular postage stamps and BOB. Mix
of favor canceled stamps and postally used items. Neatly mounted on homemade pages. A perfect first step in forming a collection of
this desirable area.
S.B. 120.00

528

/

529

/

530

/

Neat collection in five White Ace albums and slipcases from 1871 to 1986 in one carton. Hundreds and hundreds of mainly used
stamps in full, partial, sets singles, and souvenir sheets. Highlights include #4, 9, 14, 33, 34, 39,42, 45 ,53, 54, 58, C1,and C2 most
with International Society For Japanese Philately certificates. A collector’s collection well worth your attention.
S.B. 1800.00
Collection in a Scott Specialty album from 1876 to 1987. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets,
singles, and souvenir sheets mainly in black mounts. Good intermediate collection that would look great on your shelf. S.B. 500.00
Forgery reference collection in three cartons. Comprises five binders of hundreds and hundreds of mainly classic stamps nicely annotated as well as a ¾ full red box extras. An unusual selection not often seen on the philatelic market. Coming along for the ride are
five binders of worldwide forgeries. Check it out.
S.B. 500.00

527

JAPAN

KENYA


Twenty letters of credit from the Old East Trading Co. franked with a variety KGV period KUT and Tanganyika postage plus generic
foreign bill revenues.
S.B. 170.00



Tempting accumulation of modern Korean singles, sets, and souvenir sheets, 1960’s to 1990’s. Regular postage stamps and some BOB.
Most material, MNH. F-VF. Some souvenir sheets with first day cancel. All items housed in glassines and marked with Scott catalog
number and recent value. Focus on commemoratives, including issues with thematically related souvenir sheets. Many items in this lot
have risen dramatically in price since they were first put on sale. Good opportunity to fill holes in your Korean collection; dealers can
use this material to strengthen an existing stock of modern Asian issues.
Cat. 1350.00

531
KOREA
532
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LAOS
533



Enviable all-mint collection of Laos, 1951-1975. Carefully mounted onto clean pages in a Minkus specialty album. Stamps are MNH
or mint og. F-VF. Includes hundreds of stamps and souvenir sheets. Nearly complete for the time period. Filled with page-after-page
of exquisitely delicate portrayals of Asian landscapes, architecture, and dignitaries. Of interest to topical collectors and specialists in
southeast Asian philately.
Cat. abt. 1100.00

LIECHTENSTEIN
534



535

/

Selection of mint sheets from Liechtenstein, 1965-2007. Housed in two large Lindner binders with slipcases. Colorful, topical, and
historical. Provides useful overview of contemporary European stamp printing techniques. Essential modern material for the Liechtenstein specialist. Also of interest to discount postage dealers since all Liechtenstein stamps issued after January 1967 remain valid for
postage. Easy lot to figure.
Cat. abt. 4500.00
Many better singles and sets from Liechtenstein in three small binders. MNH, Mint og, and used. F-VF. Includes regular postage stamps
and BOB--Scott #1//356, B1//21, C1//33, J13-20, and various Official stamps. Items are housed in “102” sales pages and identified by
Scott catalog number and price. Owner’s old catalog value is 31,400.00. Acquire a strong stock in this European country in one easy
purchase.
S.B. 2500.00

LITHUANIA
536

/

1919 Lithuania sheetlets of twenty (#9 - 25). Includes two error sheets containing 10a. Perfectly ready for any specialists collection.
See the scans for centering.
Owner’s Cat. 2000.00

LUXEMBOURG
Dealer’s small size counterbook of Luxembourg that includes all his better stock of singles and sets. Just over 110 cataloged items
with light duplication. Mixed condition classics. Some high catalog officials. Tape says over $18,500.00 catalog. Priced right to sell on
the internet at a discount.
S.B. 1200.00
538 / Luxembourg collection in stockbook, 1852-1975. Condition of early material mixed, afterwards F-VF. Includes regular issues, as well
as BOB. A few items require an expert’s examination. Missing mainly the more elusive stamps. Should produce an appealing collection
if transferred to a specialty album. Take a look.
S.B. 800.00
539 // Collection in two Scott Specialty albums from 1852 to 1992 from the Belgian in the Carolinas estate. Comprises hundreds and hundreds
of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial set, singles, and souvenir sheets having fascinating BOB. Covers are sprinkled throughout.
No power but a basic collection to complete and to continue. Tailor made for starting to collect a new country.
S.B. 450.00
537

/

MACAO
540

/

Collection of a few hundred mostly different to 1999. Mainly used early and becoming all mint towards the end. Primarily mounted
into the early 1990’s then in makeshift mounts with everything on a variety of pages. Transferring to a new album will produce a nice
intermediate collection.
S.B. 600.00

MEXICO
541

/

Clean-cut collection of Mexico, 1856-1980. Mint og., used. Condition slightly mixed in the nineteenth century; some stamps might
require an expert’s eye for full evaluation. Otherwise, F-VF. Neatly hinged into a Scott specialty album. Includes regular postage stamps
and BOB. Missing the more elusive stamps and rarities, but filled with many attractive singles and sets. Ready for the new owner to fill
in existing holes and build a showpiece collection. Have fun!
S.B. 700.00

542

/

543

/

Fascinating specialized collection of Mexican issues from the classical period, with an emphasis on 1860’s-1900. Includes hundreds
of stamps organized by cancels, overprints, paper varieties, and color shades. Neatly hinged onto quadrilled pages. High catalog value
with strong appeal to the area specialist. See scans for overview. Offered at a tempting price.
S.B. 270.00
Bread-and-butter collection of Mexico, 1856-1999. MNH, mint og., and used. Condition somewhat mixed in the nineteenth century,
with some stamps requiring an expert’s eye for full evaluation; otherwise, F-VF. Neatly mounted or hinged onto Scott specialty pages
and housed in two like-new Scott binders. Includes regular postage stamps and BOB. Missing the more elusive stamps and rarities, but
filled with many, many twentieth-century singles and sets. Perfect for further expansion.
S.B. 180.00

MONACO
544

/
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Fantastic opportunity to build a collection of Monaco stamps! Clean holding in two parts. Part One is a mint and used collection of
Monaco, 1885-1956. Singles and sets. Hinged onto computer-generated pages. Spotty coverage. Part Two consists of glassines containing
singles and complete sets, Scott #353//1848. Primarily MNH. The two parts combined would yield a respectable advanced beginner’s
collection, worthy of expansion. Enjoy viewing these exquisite examples of stamp designers’ skill and art.
Cat. 1935.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY
Exemplary collection of Monaco, 1885-1979. Includes definitives, commemoratives, and BOB. Almost complete for the time period,
missing only the most elusive stamps. Mounted on clean Scott specialty pages, neatly identified with Scott catalogue numbers and
values. Memorable for the attention to detail and accuracy. Inspection recommended.
S.B. 700.00
546 P/ Four different proof souvenir sheets for the 1949 UPU Anniversary. Two sets, mixed NH, hinged, imperf and perf VF. Lightly
toned.
S.B. 120.00
545

/

NETHERLANDS
547

/

Tempting Netherlands collection, 1852-1976. Includes regular issues and extensive BOB. Condition is occasionally mixed, but many
F-VF stamps present, especially after 1900. Mounted in Lindner hingeless album and on Scott specialty pages. Nearly complete for
time period, missing only the most elusive stamps. High catalog value. Includes a few pages of Curacao, Dutch Indies, and Surinam.
Strong collection ready to be made stronger in the hands of a specialist.
S.B. 500.00

NETHERLANDS AND COLONIES
548

/

Collection of Netherlands and colonies in stockbook, 1852-1975. Condition of early material mixed, afterwards F-VF. Includes regular
issues, as well as BOB, from Netherlands, Netherlands Antilles, Netherlands Indies, Netherlands New Guinea, and Suriname. A few
items require an expert’s examination. Missing some of the more elusive stamps. Should produce a topnotch collection if transferred
to a specialty album.
S.B. 1250.00

549 // Fantastic collection in three Scott Specialty albums from 1852 to 1982 from the Belgian in the Carolinas estate. Encompasses hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial set, singles, and souvenir sheets. Highlights include used #101 Also
includes some postal history scattered on pages. Searching might will find cancellations, color, shade, and perforate varieties. A real
Dutch treat.
S.B. 850.00
NEW CALEDONIA
550

/

All-mint collection of New Caledonia, 1892-1997. Almost one thousand singles and sets, neatly mounted onto computer-generated
pages and housed in a three-ring binder. Missing only a few of the most elusive stamps and assorted modern or contemporary items.
Highlights include Scott #40//58, 59-62, 66-80, 81-87, 88-116, 136-175, 182-207, 217-251, and J1//J8. A tremendous holding of latenineteenth-century French-area issues and a bonanza of colorful topical material for your consideration.
S.B. 750.00

NEW ZEALAND
551

/

Collection in two clean Scott Specialty albums from 1855 to 2010. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps
in full, partial sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets. Also includes Ross Dependency. Most of the value is in the postage to count.
A neat collection worth viewing.
S.B. 400.00

NICARAGUA
552

/

Nifty collection from 1869 to 2003 in two cartons. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mainly mint stamps as well as used in full sets,
singles, and souvenir sheets nicely mounted in six binders on computer-generated pages. Also includes collector extras in glassines and
several stockbooks. One of the nicer Nicaraguan collections that we have handled in some time. Well worth your inspection.
S.B. 350.00

POLAND
553

/

Collection of several hundred mostly different on Minkus pages plus loose dups to about 1980. Other than a #1 and the scarce Cracow
issues it holds many of the better items. Also includes some Scott unlisted locals from WW1.
S.B. 600.00

554

/

Collection in a Minkus album to the early 1980’s, a stockbook strong in the early postwar period with many NH blocks, loose
souvenir sheets (some removed from the collection), used stamps sorted into envelopes you can’t see onto, plus miscellaneous.
S.B. 450.00

555



A stockbook of mint NH surrounded by unused and slightly used supplies including a signoscope.

S.B. 150.00

PORTUGESE COLONIES
556

/

Mint and used collection of a few thousand mostly different mounted on Scott specialty pages to the 1970’s. Includes a good assortment from eighteen different colonies with Angola, Mozambique, Portuguese Guinea and St. Thomas the most valuable. All have better
than average coverage. Added to the value are perf varieties and a few specialty items. Not to be missed.
S.B. 1100.00
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PORTUGESE INDIA
557

/

Mounted collection of a few hundred different on Scott specialty pages. A little sparse on the early pages then, in the 1890’s becomes
very complete. Mixed mint and used with the mint far out numbering the used. A great start to a very difficult country to obtain.
S.B. 400.00

ROMANIA
558

/

559

/

560

/

Exemplary three-volume Romanian collection, 1858-2011. Thousands of stamps, neatly mounted on a mixture of Scott, Minkus,
and self-generated specialty pages. Sets and singles carefully identified by Scott catalog number and value. Missing mainly the most
elusive stamps and some modern-day items that could be easily and quickly acquired. Owner’s catalog, $11,900.00. Enjoy a visual tour
of Romanian culture and history over the past 160 years.
S.B. 1200.00
Brussels World’s Fair overprints on C51a and C52a in full sheet format showing Sputniks 1 and 2 in orbit . Each sheet contains 27
triptychs with the center row tete-beche causing inverted overprints. Mostly mint og NH with a few perf separations and some hinge
reinforced margins. Cataloged as 27 pairs. Intact showpieces for a 1958 Fair collection.
Cat. 810.00
Small, useful dealer’s stock of Romania. Better singles and sets (no short sets). Includes a variety of pre-1960 definitives and
commemoratives, as well as BOB. All items housed in clean salespages, grouped in a binder, and neatly identified by Scott catalogue
number and value. Minimal duplication. Ready to satisfy the demands of collectors of Eastern Europe philately.
S.B. 475.00

RUSSIA
561

/

Immaculate four-volume Russian collection, 1951-1999. All stamps and souvenir sheets mounted onto computer-generated pages;
each item marked with Scott catalog number and recent value. MNH, mint og., postally used, and CTO. Appears to be complete for the
time period. The first volume (1951-1965) contains the most desirable material, but all volumes feature collectable, attractive stamps
and sheets. See pictures for an introduction to this lot. Great collection and perfect for expansion.
Cat. 4800.00

562

/

563

/

564



Three-part collection of Russia and related areas. First part is a neatly mounted collection in a Scott specialty album, 1875-1945.
Mint og., postally used, and CTO; regular postage stamps and BOB; F-VF. Album is sparsely filled. Part two features a second Scott
specialty album with pages, sometimes in a puzzling order, between 1987 and 1996; also contains pages for BOB issues and Russian
area from a variety of dates. Mainly MNH, with some mint og. Better coverage than in first album. Part three is a small worn stockbook
of assorted issues, 1992-2003. The lot is brimming over with attractive material that needs to be reviewed and reorganized into one
collection.
S.B. 400.00
Over ninety tobacco revenues from the Czarist period. Looks to be all different. Condition mixed. A tough lot to duplicate.
S.B. 100.00
Souvenir sports booklet unassembled for display.
S.B. 75.00

SAAR
565



Highly comprehensive mint collection of Saar, 1920-1959. Mint og and MNH, F-VF. Includes regular postage stamps and BOB.
Almost complete, missing only the most elusive stamps and souvenir sheets. Neatly mounted on Scott specialty pages. Various items
present with authenticating signatures. Delightful to view and ready to be completed.
Cat. abt. 4500.00

566 // Super collection in a Scott Specialty album from the 1920 to 1955 from the Belgian in the Carolinas estate. Contains hundreds and
hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in mainly full sets, some partial sets, singles, souvenir sheets as well as postal history and
FDCs on several pages. Highlights include mint #B64 and CB1a. Coming along for the ride are French Occupation issues for Baden
and Wurttemberg and German officials from 1920 to the 1930s. From a three generational collection that survived German occupation
in two world wars.
S.B. 600.00
SAN MARINO
/

Memorable collection of San Marino, 1877-2013. Includes almost complete representation of all areas of the country’s stamp issues,
missing only the most elusive items. Mainly F-VF. Stamps and souvenir sheets are neatly mounted on clean Scott specialty pages and
carefully identified according to Scott catalogue number and value. A solid collection built by a knowledgeable philatelist.
S.B. 1000.00

/

All-mint holding of Spain, 1936-1965. Nearly complete for the time period. Mint og from 1936 to mid-1950’s; afterwards mainly MNH.
Mostly F-VF. Includes regular postage stamps and BOB. Stamps are housed in Lighthouse hingeless album. Some pages exhibit foxing,
so stamps should be examined to determine whether they have been affected. Features many desirable issues. Highlights include Scott
#690-705, B108E, B108j, B108K, B108l, B109-122, airmails of the 1940’s, and numerous sets and singles of colorful topical beauty.
Of interest to collectors of Spanish philately. Also appropriate to fill gaps in a dealer’s stock. No bull!
S.B. 400.00

567

SPAIN
568
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Spanish Civil War. Just over 140 mostly different 10c denominated labels from the “Asociation de Amigos de Union Sovietica”.
Hardly ever available in “complete different colored sets” as here. All have been hinged at one time. Better than usual condition.
S.B. 150.00

SURINAM
570



Selection of hundreds of mint stamps in full sets, singles, some souvenir sheets, and BOB mainly from the 1950s to 1999 having some
olde in glassines. Appears to be all different and could be made into a collection. All you need is an album.
S.B. 100.00

SWEDEN
571

/

572



The high end portion of a dealer’s stock housed in a small 6-ring binder. Mixed mint and used, well identified with only a few duplicates. Mostly complete sets or key values. Other than a couple presentable high cataloging classics, condition is better than normally
encountered.
S.B. 500.00
Mint selection in four smaller binders from 1989 to 2000. Appears to have been purchased as new issues and organized in sequential
order. Includes a few hundred full sets, singles, souvenir sheets, booklets, and coils. Owner’s catalog value of $5,450 which should be
used as reference only. Ready to add to your collection
S.B. 500.00

SWITZERLAND
573

/

Choice dealer’s stock of Switzerland in five binders. Primarily pre-1950 singles and sets (no short sets). Includes a variety of definitives
and commemoratives, as well as BOB. All items housed in clean salespages and neatly identified by Scott catalogue number and value.
Minimal duplication. Ready for a new home and perfect for immediate retail sale.
S.B. 2400.00

574

/

Outstanding Switzerland collection from the Federal Administration period to around 1975 mounted in 3 clean homemade albums
and a stockbook. Mainly used through 1862, then becomes mint with many elusive stamps. Strong seated and standing Helvetia with
exceptional centering. No Cantons, but almost complete back of the book. Pretty PAX set and fairly complete semipostals. The souvenir
sheets are not yet mounted but appear in the stockbook (NABA sheet x 3, etc.). Rounding out the lot are two pizza sized boxes of fairly
“run of the mill” covers to add to the value. Take a good long look.
S.B. 1700.00

No muss, no fuss collection of Swiss contemporary stamps, 1958-1999. Mounted on hingeless Safe pages and housed in two sturdy
binders. Covers all stamps of the period, excluding officials. MNH, F-VF. Highlights include Scott #376-377, 406-409, and B297. Many
stamps are still valid for postage. Packed with singles and sets featuring award-winning designs and topical appeal. Perfect for filling
in gaps in a Swiss collection or adding to a dealer’s stock of the country.
S.B. 500.00
576 // Collection in a Scott Specialty album from 1850 to 1971 from the Belgian in the Carolinas estate. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of
mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial set, singles, and souvenir sheets. Also includes some postal history scattered on pages. Probing might find cancellations, color, shade, and perforate varieties. A holding that might make you start to yodel.
S.B. 475.00
577 // Compact Swiss airmail collection/accumulation from # C1-C46. Mint and used examples of most. Includes: mint C1 x 2, mint and
used C2, and 17 illustrative covers, six of which are Zeppelin flights. Easy lot to figure.
S.B. 350.00
575



TIMOR
578

/

Largely complete collection of primarily mint mounted on Scott specialty pages. Includes a few specialty items and only a few duplicates. Some no gum in the early period, otherwise fresh mostly Fine or better.
S.B. 475.00

TURKEY
579

/

The high end portion of a dealer’s stock housed in two small 6-ring binders. Mostly complete sets or key values, well identified with
minimal duplication. Runs from the 1st issues to the late 1950’s but the majority of the value lies prior to WW2. All mint, less one page
and very clean throughout.
S.B. 1000.00

VATICAN CITY
580

/

Mint collection nicely organized in sequential order in a stockbook from 1929 to 1980. Hundreds and hundreds of stamps in full sets,
and singles. Highlights includes #35-40 (appears NH), C16-17, C18-19, C20-21, and C22-23. Also entails a small selection of covers
from the 1930s to early 1950s and a shoebox of extras in multiples in glassines. An extraordinary holding that only needs hingeless
albums.
S.B. 800.00

581

/

Well-organized collection of Vatican City, 1929-2005. Earlier issues are mounted or hinged in a home-made album; the John Paul II
issues are housed in a stockbook. 1929-1940 stamps are either mint or used; post-1940 issues are mainly mint. Almost all stamps after
1950, MNH. Certificate provided for certain issues. Includes hundreds of stamps and many souvenir sheets. Ready for a new owner.
Great opportunity to start a new collection.
S.B. 600.00
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Neat and clean all-mint collection of Vatican City, 1929-2004. Mounted in a Scott specialty album with a slipcase. Stamps are MNH
or mint og. F-VF. Certificate provided for certain issues. Includes many varieties, special printings, souvenir sheets, and booklets. Virtually complete for the time period. Bursting with loads of colorful topical material. Acquire a showcase collection in one purchase.
S.B. 600.00

583



Essentially complete mint og collection to 2011 in mounts on Scott official pages. Everything is very clean.

584



Collection in a binder on Scott pages from 1929 to 1999. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps mainly in full sets, souvenir sheets and singles neatly mounted in black mounts. All you need is the “keys.” Ready for continuation to contemporary times.
Coming along for the ride is a rudimentary UN collection in a binder from a well-known promotion company.
S.B. 350.00

585

/

586



Couple respectable collections plus brand new Scott specialty pages. Includes some better mint or used sets, couple Stagecoach souvenir
sheets etc. Everything looks F-VF or better.
S.B. 300.00
Fast and easy. Small Vatican City lot on sales cards. Scott #1-14, 19-34, 55-60, 61-67, E1-2, E3-4, and Q1-15. F-VF, mint og. Fresh
and colorful. Examine and bid.
S.B. 40.00

S.B. 600.00

YUGOSLAVIA
587

/
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Attractive dealer’s stock of Yugoslavia and areas. Better singles and sets (no short sets). Includes a variety of mainly pre-1960
definitives and commemoratives, as well as BOB. All items housed in clean salespages, grouped in a binder, and neatly identified by
Scott catalogue number and value. Minimal duplication. Ready to please connoisseurs of Yugoslavian philately.
S.B. 800.00
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